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ABSTRACT
PHOTOGRAPHY IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT: CHANGING VISUAL 
CONCEPTS IN THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM AND ITS IMPACTS ON
PHOTOJOURNALISM
Mehmet Serhat Günaydın 
M. F. A. in Graphical Arts 
Supervisor; Assist. Prof. Dr. İhsan Derman 
May, 1997
The aim o f this study is to discuss the changes in visual concepts o f the photographic 
system, due to the widespread use o f digital imaging technologies and the impacts o f 
these changes on photojournalism. In this context, the transformation in the truth 
value o f the photographic image, considered as representation o f absolute reality, is 
analysed throughout a historical framework, with examples from the early days o f the 
invention o f photography going to the emergence o f new digital imaging technologies.
Lastly, a research on photojournalism, affected positively as well as negatively by the
\
new digital technologies, is presented.
Keywords: Photographic Image, Digital Imaging, Photojournalism
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ÖZET
DİJİTAL ORTAMDA FOTOĞRAFÇILIK: FOTOGRAFİK SİSTEMDE 
DEĞİŞEN GÖRSEL KAVRAMLAR VE BASIN FOTOĞRAFÇILIĞI
ÜZERİNDEKİ ETKİLERİ
Mehmet Serhat Günaydın 
Grafik Tasarım Bölümü 
Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Y. Doç. Dr. İhsan Derman 
Mayıs, 1997
Bu çalışmamn amacı, dijital görüntüleme tekniklerinin yaygın kullamnunm sonucu, 
fotografık sistemin görsel kavramlarındaki değişimleri ve bu değişimlerin basın 
fotoğrafçılığı üzerindeki etkilerini tartışmaktır. Bu bağlamda, mutlak gerçekliğin 
yenidensunumu olarak kabul gören fotografik görüntünün doğruluk değerindeki 
dönüşüm, tarihsel bir çerçeve kapsamında, fotoğrafin icadımn ilk günlerinden dijital 
görüntüleme tekniklerinin ortaya çıkışına uzanan örneklerle çözümlenmektedir. Son 
olarak, yeni dijital teknolojilerden iyi yönde olduğu kadar kötü yönde de etkilenen 
basın fotoğrafçılığı üzerine bir araştırma sunulmaktadır.
N
A nah tar Sözcükler: Fotografik Görüntü, Dijital Görüntüleme, Basın Fotoğrafçılığı
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CHAPTER 1
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Photographic Image
In its early days, photography was perceived as a threat to painting because o f its 
ability to display naturalistic images in fine detail and texture, with a minimum 
intervention o f the operator. This development coincided with the rise o f the need for 
factual information in the late nineteenth century, as science tried to describe the 
world as a series o f discrete elements that could be captured and recorded. The ability 
o f photography to provide an accurate, precise documentary record o f an event 
placed it in a commanding role. Thus, the photography has come to hold a very 
special position, because it had the veracity that neither drawing nor painting had.
A photograph provides evidence about a scene, about the way things were, and the 
viewer has a strong intuitive feeling that it provides better than any other kind o f 
picture. A photograph is fossilised light and its aura o f superior evidential efficacy has
frequently been ascribed to the special bond between fugitive reality and permanent
\
image that is framed at the instant o f exposure. It is a direct physical imprint, thus the 
correspondence with reality is causally established. Roland Barthes defines the 
photograph as the “literal reality” and states that the photographic image stands for 
the object that it represents. Although from object to its image there is a reduction
either in proportion or in perspective and colour, it is not a transformation. In order 
to move from the reality to its photograph, it is no way necessary to divide up this 
reality into units and to constitute these units as signs, substantially different from the 
object they communicate. There is no necessity to set up a code system between the 
object and its image. Then Barthes considers the photographic image as “a message 
without a code”, because there is an analogical relation between the photographic 
image and real world, in other words, the image is the perfect analogon o f reality 
(1981, 523). According to Barthes, in the photograph the relationship o f signifieds 
and signifiers is not transformation but recording. The photograph establishes also an 
awareness o f having-been-there that gives also the evidence o f this is how it was. The 
scene is there, captured mechanically, not humanly, that is here the guarantee o f 
objectivity (1986, 200). While comparing the photograph and the painting, Barthes 
argues that:
...of all images it is only the photograph which possesses the ability to 
transmit information without forming it by means of discontinuous signs 
and rules o f transformation. It is therefore necessary to oppose the 
photograph, a message without a code, to the drawing, which even when 
denoted, is a coded message (1986, 199).
In painting, the artist is involved in an act o f selection, both in what he presents o f the 
object before him and in how he represents. On the other hand, the camera will 
mechanically reproduce every detail o f what is actually present in the scene during the 
moment o f exposure o f the film. As Barthes states, no code intervenes between the
N
object and its representation on paper in photography. The image is in a sense caused 
by its referent. A photo-sensitive emulsion registers the distribution o f light to the 
object it is exposed. Then the photographic image replicates that present to the 
exposed film (Bürgin 1982, 61).
In Camera Lucida, Barthes introduces another telling metaphor and claims that “the 
referent adheres”. Considering the camera as an instrument o f evidence, Barthes 
claims that there is an existential connection between “the necessarily real thing 
which has been placed before the lens” and the photographic image that is “somehow 
co-natural to its referent”. For Barthes, photography definitely captures “that it was 
so”. Photography has its own truth o f the trace or the immediate effect o f reality. 
Painting can create illusions, it can portray something that has never existed. However 
photography always presents something that actually existed (1981, 76). In a way, 
the photograph guarantees the overwhelming truth that “the thing has been there” :
The photograph possesses an evidential force, and that the testimony bears 
not on the object but on time. From a phenomenological viewpoint, in the 
photograph, the power o f authentication exceeds the power o f 
representation (1981, 88-9).
Susan Sontag shares the idea that a photograph passes for inconvertible proof that a 
given thing happened and argues that “a photograph is not only an image, an 
interpretation o f the real as a painting but it is also a trace, something directly 
stencilled off the real, like a footprint or a death mask” (1977, 70-71). The death 
mask metaphor goes back to André Bazin’s essay The Ontology o f the Photographic 
Image, in which he compares photographs to mummies and relics-objects that exhibit 
a “transference o f reality from the thing to its reproduction” and describes the Holy 
Shroud o f Turin as a combination o f relic and photograph (1967, 12).
According to John Berger also, a photograph arrests the flow o f time in which the 
photographed once existed and thus every photograph becomes a means o f testing 
confirming and constructing a total view o f reality. Berger claims that the cameras are
boxes for transporting appearances which are “a construction, a man-made artefact, a 
footprint in the sand and a trace naturally left by something that has passed” (1982, 
92).
On the other hand, the absence o f human intervention in the process o f creating, 
reinforces the bond between the photograph and reality. According to Bazin, this is 
also the crucial difference o f photography from painting:
For the first time, between the originating object and its reproduction there 
intervenes only the instrumentality o f a nonliving agent. For the first time 
an image o f the world is formed automatically, without the creative 
intervention o f man. The personality o f the photographer enters into 
proceedings only in his selection o f the object to be photographed and by 
the way the purpose he has in mind. Although the final result may reflect 
something o f his personality, this does not play the same role as is played 
by that o f the painter (1967, 13).
The objective nature o f photography provides to it also a quality o f credibility absent 
from all other picture making. Bazin argues that only a photographic lens can give the 
kind o f image o f the object. The photographic image is the object itself Photography 
actually contributes the object to the order o f natural creation instead o f providing a 
substitute for it (1967, 14).
In Film as Art, Rudolf Amheim argues also that the photographs have “an 
authenticity from which painting is barred by birth”, defining “the photographic 
medium as the physical objects themselves print their image by means o f the optical 
and chemical action o f light” (1989, 154). He considers photography as a 
“compromise” between nature and the man or a “coproduction”. Because “in a
photograph, the shapes are selected, partially transformed, and treated by the picture 
taker and his optical and chemical equipment”. Unlike other kinds o f pictures, 
photographs are not entirely “made and controlled by man”, but are “mechanical 
deposits o f light” which has the ability to embody “the manifest presence o f authentic 
physical reality” (1989, 159).
Parallel to Amheim, in Theory o f Film, Siegfried Kracauer argues that the cultural 
contribution o f photo images is to show new phenomena and, suspending an assumed 
familiarity with the world, to extend, preserve its visibility and metamorphose the 
visual “raw material” . But the important question for Kracauer is not what is the 
nature o f the image but, rather, what is the contribution o f the image to bring out the 
nature, in other words, he refers to the photographer’s use of medium. The 
contribution o f the image depends on the photographer’s making the fullest possible 
use o f medium specific technique that assures the preservation o f real phenomena 
(1995, 67).
The photographic procedure, like these scientific procedures, seems to provide 
objectivity. In order to identify the technical difference between the painting and the 
photography, William J. Mitchell defines two types of images, that are algorithmic and 
nonalgorithmic image. An algorithmic image (photography), which to a large extent is 
automatically constructed from some sort o f data about the object and which 
therefore involves fewer or even intentional acts, gives away about the artist but 
provides more trustworthy evidence o f what was in front o f the imaging system. On 
the other hand, a nonalgorithmic image (painting), which is the product o f many 
intentional acts, neither establishes that the object depicted exists nor provides much
reliable evidence about it, but reveals a lot about what was in the artist’s mind (1992, 
30).
As it is seen throughout the history o f photography, especially with the rise o f 
photojournalism, the existence o f photograph began not to be a guarantee o f a 
corresponding prephotographic existent. In other words, every photograph can be the 
result o f specific and significant distortions which render its relation to any prior 
reality and can raise the question o f the determining level o f the material apparatus 
and o f the social practices within which photography takes place. Therefore the 
causative link between the prephotographic referent and the sign can guarantee 
nothing at the level o f meaning. Taking into consideration the photographic 
procedure, at every stage, chance effects, purposeful interventions, choices and 
variations can produce other meanings (Tagg 1993, 2-3).
1. 2. New Aesthetics of Reality :From Analog to Digital Imaging
Especially with the intervention of the digital image processing techniques, it is no 
more possible to talk about the evidence or truth value o f the photographic image. 
The development o f computers, with their ability to provide a seamless environment 
for retouching, has weakened the position o f photography as the prime, reliable 
record o f reality. It is then possible to manipulate the image, and the work o f 
retouching can involve anything fi'om the removal o f small defects in the original 
photograph, to a complete change o f colour. It is possible to collage many separate 
photographs to form a composite image. In the digital environment the photograph
becomes completely editable, and therefore no longer necessarily represents what the 
camera saw originally.
The emergence and increasing acceptance o f digital imaging systems over 
conventional, mechanical cameras, along with the ability o f digital processing 
techniques to alter any image originating in any medium are the signs o f the erosion of 
the faith in photography. This post-photographic age sees the computer in its role as a 
universal machine, capable o f synthesising traditional media and integrating the mind 
to a new image technology (Kirby 1995, 72-73).
David Hockney defines this new photographic condition as below;
We had this belief in photography, but that is about to disappear because 
o f the computer. It can recreate something that looks like the photographs 
w e’ve known. But it’s unreal. What’s that going to do all photographs? It’s 
going to make people say: that’s just another invention. And I can see 
there’s a side o f disturbing for us all. It’s like the ground being pulled fi"om 
underneath us (qtd. in Baker 1993, 104).
Digital photography involves “digitising” a photographic print, slide, or other visual 
such as a painting or drawing. The digitising process converts or translates the colours 
and shades in the original images into numbers. These numbers can be manipulated, 
using a computer, to alter the original image. The digital photography offers limitless 
flexibility in creating imagery. The image can be made lighter or darker, the colours
can be changed, elements o f the image can be moved to other locations or removed
\
from the scene, and parts o f one computerised image can be combined with parts o f
*
another. Given the digital photographs are essentially a sequence o f numbers, they can 
be transmitted from one computer to another over long distances via telephone lines.
As photography changed the domain o f the tradition o f the last century into a crisis, in 
the present time, a similar shift is experienced by the emergence o f computer-based 
imaging technologies. Referring to Baudelaire who states “Intoxication is a number”, 
Paul Virilio claims that:
Digital optics is indeed a rational metaphor for intoxication, statistical 
intoxication, that is: a blurring o f perception that affects the real as much as 
figurative, as though our society were sinking into the darkness o f a 
voluntary blindness, its will to digital power finally contaminating the 
horizon o f sight as well as knowledge (1994, 76).
The development o f digital technology in image processing blur the line between the 
algorithmic and nonalgorithmic image, by creating a condition in which the image 
maker may choose among many different devices and procedures, with which 
arbitrary interventions in image-construction process are easy to introduce and 
difficult to detect. In this sense the ideas about the objectivity o f photography seem no 
more convincing and need to be revised, taking into consideration the new imaging 
technologies o f the present day.
1.3. The Statement of the Problem
With the emergence o f digital technologies, the 150-year-old optical and chemical 
processes that physically defined photography are being replaced by computer 
imaging processes. Without using a camera, lens, or film, images are being 
mathematically synthesised on computers to simulate the perceived authenticity o f 
photographic realism. Video still cameras replace the film with a screen that is a 
gridwork o f light-sensitive cells. The response o f each cell is digitised, and the 
information is stored on a magnetic medium (Ritchin 1990a, 4).
By scanning photographs and translating them into digital information which can be 
read by a computer, one can modify an image with immense precision. Once an image 
is digitised, every element on the picture can be changed individually and the image 
can be altered by adding or subtracting elements, increasing apparent focus, by 
modifying the lighting and it can even be combined with any number o f other 
photographs. The result is so high in quality that it is impossible to tell the photograph 
has been manipulated (Warren 1993, 269).
The main problem this study considers as its point o f departure is this change in the 
visual concepts o f the photographic image, due to the widespread use of digital 
imaging technologies and especially the impacts o f this change on photojournalism. 
Because, the digital imaging technology which has long been used for scientific 
purposes, has also become available for use in journalistic photographs as publishers’ 
computer-based systems speed the preparation o f text, pictures and layout transmitted 
directly to press. Since in this process photographs are routinely transformed into 
digital form, it also enables the editors to modify and to retouch the journalistic 
photographs. Although the use o f such technology would not be problematic in 
advertising or the arts, it has raised some ethical issues, especially with regards to the 
possibilities o f photographic deception, in the area o f photojournalism.
Following the introductory chapter where the problem is defined, in the second 
chapter o f the thesis, the transformation in the truth value o f the photographic image, 
which has been for a long time considered as an inconvertible evidence,'will be 
discussed throughout a historical framework, with examples from the early days o f the 
invention o f photography going to the emergence o f new digital imaging technologies.
In the third chapter the transformation in cultural values concerning the photographic 
image such as authorship, originality and ethics will be discussed. In this chapter, the 
main concern will be the possibilities as well as problems that the shift o f 
photography from its original chemical basis towards electronics brought in the 
medium.
The fourth chapter will be devoted to the photojournalism which is one o f the areas 
that is affected positively as well as negatively by the new digital technologies. 
Following an introduction where the general structure o f photojoumalistic photograph 
will be studied, the significant examples o f the use o f fake and manipulated 
photographs during the history o f photojournalism will be given. Then referring to 
these examples, the distinction between the concepts o f reality and truth in 
photography and photojournalism will be made. Then finally, the chapter will be 
concluded by a revaluation o f the nature o f the photograph as a document and a 
reconsideration o f the ethical guidelines, the roles and responsibilities of the 
photojoumalists facing with the impact o f new electronic and computer technologies 
will be discussed.
Last o f all, in conclusion, the future o f the technological and visual changes in new 
digital techniques will be discussed, referring to a reconfigured model o f social 
change, to the historical transition from the condition o f modernity to that o f 
postmodemity and, in this context, to the changing role o f the observer who sees
N
things differently as a result o f dramatic changes brought by the computer-based 
imaging and the new means o f representation.
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CHAPTER 2
“There were the huge printing-shops with their sub-editors, their typography experts, 
and their elaborately equipped studios for the faking of photographs.... There were the 
vast repositories where the corrected documents were stored, and the hidden furnaces 
where the original copies were destroyed. And somewhere or other, quite anonymous, 
there were the directing brains who coordinated the whole effort and laid down the 
lines o f policy which made it necessary that this fragment of the past should be 
preserved, that one falsified, and the other rubbed out o f existence.”
(Orwell 1949, 43)
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2. Truth Value of the Photographic Image
2.1. The Photograph as a Technical Image
Photography is based on a mechanical process that is in itself impersonal, making no 
reference to subjectivity or individuality. In taking photographs, the photographer 
selects themes, viewpoints etc., but in doing so he only realises the possibilities which 
are objectively and technically available. Every object has already been photographed 
from all possible perspectives and thus no individual photograph can comprise a 
substantial creation in itself and the individuality o f the person taking the photograph 
becomes completely exchangeable. It is here that the photography as a technical 
image differs from painting as a traditional image, in which the individuality o f the 
artist expresses itself in a personal style and represents the unique expression o f a 
creative individual (Groys 1993, 3).
Vilém Flusser defines the technical image as the one produced by an apparatus, that is 
“a toy that simulates thought and that the person playing with it cannot comprehend 
it”. While fully automated apparatuses have no need o f human intervention, many 
apparatuses require humans as players and functionaries. Flusser differs the technical 
images from the traditional ones like paintings that are abstracted from the concrete 
world and claims that the observer considers technical images as an objective window 
on the world (1984, 10). The traditional images are unique objects which are
originals. However, technical images are distributed through reproduction. For
12
instance in photography, the camera produces the prototype that is the negative, 
which then permits the production o f a series o f prints. In this sense, as Flusser claims, 
the term “original” is senseless (1984, 37). Although with photography, a 
photographic original is available, in the case o f digital imaging, even the material 
support o f information disappears and then the image becomes synthesisable and 
manipulable.
In the case o f the photographic camera, the flinctionary/photographer dominates the 
apparatus through controlling the exterior (input and output) and is in turn dominated 
by the opacity o f its interior. The photographer chooses specific combinations o f 
camera categories. It appears as if the photographer is fi’ee to choose, and as if the 
camera did precisely what the photographer wanted. The camera functions according 
to the photographer’s intentions but this intention itself functions according to the 
camera program (Flusser 1984, 20).
Flusser determines the creative process in producing technical images by four factors, 
that are the producer (photographer), the productive apparatus (hardware/soflware), 
light (a specific energy) and the object (matter). As opposed to the traditional image- 
maker, who was himself able to form his productive means, the maker o f the technical 
images has become a user o f the technical means available to him. The photographer 
has the power to transform the real world, into two dimensions, but his freedom is 
limited by the mechanism which, on the other hand, opens up new possibilities. 
Because the camera is from the outset an “intelligent” machine, in so far as it 
automates the making o f pictures, it illustrates how photographer can free himself 
from work and become a player (Rotzer 1992, 16).
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Until the twentieth century, the quest for resemblance was ruling the Western art. The 
concept o f imitation set forth in treatises on art ever since Antiquity, and in particular 
in the works published from the Renaissance onwards, aimed for the reproductions o f 
the nature, where an artistic work should introduce the soul into a world governed by 
supreme truth and ideal beauty. The camera obscura, that is one o f the basic elements 
o f photography was first devised for scientific ends, then adopted and perfected over 
centuries within the fields o f drawing techniques. But only after the mathematicians’ 
discoveiy o f the physical properties o f light and the chemists’ discovery o f the effect 
o f luminous rays on certain substances in the eighteenth century that the knowledge 
accumulated over centuries was seized by men who dreamed o f reproducing reality in 
all its immediacy or capturing the image reflected by a mirror, the breakthrough 
occurred. Finally, the need for a new technique for representing the reality prompted 
the appearance o f a tool, the basic principles o f which had been known well before 
1800 (Marbot 1987, 13).
Especially the rise o f bourgeoisie and the rapid progress o f science and technology in 
the eighteenth century, called for a different iconographical system that was capable 
o f satisfying the new society. For the bourgeoisie, the value o f any representation laid 
in its realism, for without this there could be no accurate inventory nor any complete 
investigation o f the world that this class was controlling. Meanwhile, the upward 
surge o f the sciences was leading to a programme of investigation into the real world. 
What was needed was a mode of representation which could swiftly, accurately and 
comprehensively render visible and measurable the bodies and phenomena that were
2. 2. Truth Value throughout the History of Photography
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invisible and inaccessible by reason o f their substance and dimensions until eighteenth 
century (Marbot 1987, 15).
To the 19th century mind, with its capacity for the scientific and the mechanical, the 
camera quickly came to be regarded as the supreme mechanism, a kind o f trap for the 
facts. Able to capture a scene in high detail, operated with a minimum human 
intervention, it seemed to have a special purchase for the truth. In 1852, the potential 
o f camera was recognised and in a review o f the first all-photographic exhibition, the 
paper’s correspondent wrote:
It secures precise and charming representations o f the most distant and the 
most evanescent scenes. It fixes, by almost instantaneous processes, the 
details and character o f events and places, which otherwise the great mass 
o f mankind would never brought home to them (qtd. in Lacayo and 
Russell 1990, 10).
Early descriptions o f photography indicated clearly the admiration raised by the 
daguerreotype camera’s ability to record detail. Samuel F. B. Morse, after seeing 
Daguerre’s plates in Paris, exclaimed “The exquisite minuteness o f the delineation 
cannot be conceived, no painting or engraving ever approached it” (qtd. in Stapp 
1988, 2). On the other hand, Edgar Allan Poe described the camera in terms o f its 
“truth”:
In truth, the daguerreotype plate is infinitely more accurate than any 
painting by human hands. I f  we examine a work o f ordinary art, by means 
o f a powerful microscope, all traces o f resemblance to nature will 
disappear- but the closest scrutiny o f the photographic drawing discloses 
only a more absolute truth, a more perfect identity o f aspect with the thing 
represented. The variations o f shade, and the gradations o f  both linear and 
aerial perspective are those o f truth itself in the supremeness o f its 
perfection (qtd. in Stapp 1988, 3).
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A century later, in an essay concerned with identifying the qualities that characterise 
photography and distinguish it from other art forms, photographer Edward Weston 
refers to Poe:
First there is the amazing precision of definition, especially in recording of 
fine detail; and second, there is the unbroken sequence of infinitely subtle 
gradations from black and white. These two characteristics constitute the 
trademark o f the photograph; they pertain to the mechanics o f the process 
and cannot be duplicated by any work of the human hand (qtd. in Mitchell 
1992, 5).
On the other hand, the picture manipulation was also very common especially in 
landscape and portrait photography in 1840s, due to the technical incapability o f the 
material used at that time. The photograph was distorting natural objects in its 
accuracy in translating the colour into tones. Although the film was sensitive to all 
colours, it was very difficult to distinguish in black-and-white photograph the same 
tones produced by different colours. The shapes of certain forms which were only 
distinguishable because o f their colours could be entirely lost because the black-and- 
white photograph could not sufficiently discriminate between different hues. The 
earliest photographic emulsions were as sensitive to blue as they were to white. In the 
print yellow and red objects were rendered quite dark, the blues and violets appeared 
light (Scharf 1968, 59).
Prints o f nature scenes were often disappointing due to the photographic material o f 
that time that were not sensitive to green but were extremely sensitive to blue. Due to 
these technical problems, a landscape was either a silhouette with clouds appearing in 
the sky, or the landscape exposed correctly and the sky was printed white. To satisfy 
the public for photographs that contained a well-exposed landscape and sky.
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photographers were usually reducing the sky with cyanide o f potassium or painted on 
the sky with India ink. With the first method, it was possible to obtain dark rain 
clouds and by the second white clouds. Another option was to shot two plates o f each 
landscape. One short exposure was made o f the sky and another longer exposure was 
made of the landscape. The two frames were then combined during the printing 
process, resulting in a more completely filled composition. This double exposure 
technique was commonly used to bring land and sky into exposure harmony as in the 
Sea Landscapes o f Gustave le Gray. Some photographers by the 1880s even traded or 
sold favourite cloud negatives to other photographers (Derman 1991, 13).
Manipulation techniques were also commonly used in portrait photography that was 
enormously popular among middle class to satisfy the picture patrons who complained 
that the images showed all their facial peculiarities. Consequently, portrait 
photographers o f the day like Louis and Ernest Mayer, specialised in the tinted 
photographs, were regularly softening wrinkles and removing facial blemishes with 
elaborate techniques and enjoyed considerable success among a clientele rich enough 
to afford the services o f an artist-retoucher and above the cost o f the photographic 
print. Although this kind o f practice was extremely common at the time among 
photographers with commercial preoccupations, Gaspard Felix Toumachon or as he 
was professionally named Nadar, who was a journalist, sketch artist and caricaturist, 
refused to resort to retouching (Rouillé 1987b, 38).
At beginning o f the centuiy, the tonal accuracy o f the photograph was corrected and 
made to conform more closely with optical perception. But the use o f these kinds o f  
manipulation techniques, which opened way to the faked photographs, were not
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considered harmful to the credibility o f the photograph. As these kinds o f techniques 
were used in order to obtain on the photograph a reality that is the nearest to the 
optical perception, they were even strengthening the truth value o f the photography.
Photography was bom in an age o f absolute knowledge. Early years o f the 
photography coincided with the reign o f positivism in Europe and the realistic novels 
o f Balzac and Flaubert. Hegel died in 1831, just as Niepce and Daguerre entered their 
second year o f partnership, and the first volumes o f Auguste Comte’s Cours de la 
Philosophie Positive were beginning to appear. Photography undermined all the 
existing techniques o f description, recording and representation and made possible the 
absolute knowledge o f the visible, by emphasising the primacy o f vision and affecting 
the standards o f visible proof The period o f 1870 to 1914 represents an age o f 
development and systematisation during which the use o f photography was stretched 
to the limit o f its possibilities (Didi-Huberman 1987, 71).
2. 2.1. The Perception of Reality on the Photographic Image
There was never any doubt that the photographic witness was exact, because 
photography was promising tm th that not any o f the representation had ever given 
before. The new medium was the ultimate eyewitness, and its testimony could neglect 
any degree o f disbelief Because the public was sure that the photography could never 
lie, because it was taken by a camera and it represents on paper something that existed 
for a moment undeniably. Therefore photography began to be used widely for 
evidence and authentication in science, current affairs, exploration and especially in 
crime (Goldberg 1991, 19).
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Because o f its indiscussable credibility, photography was also considered as the 
absolute tool o f the observational sciences. Especially with the higher speed o f new 
emulsions, institutions o f research equipped themselves with photographic 
laboratories. For instance while Marey was using photography for his research on the 
mechanics o f locomotion in his physiological station, Albert Londe was using it to 
study the symptoms o f  hysteria. As an objective tool, photography was able to 
reproduce all that may be seen by the naked eye. But on the other hand, as the 
photographic plate was not sensitive to the same light rays as the human retina, it was 
also revealing what the eye was not able to see. In other words, the photography 
became “the true retina o f the scientist”, a retina that could render the invisible visible, 
and, within a scientific framework, it constituted knowledge stemming from the 
instrumentalisation o f vision. At that period, one o f the great discoveries o f the 
physical sciences was a highly specialised technical breakthrough in photography. 
Discovered in 1895 by Conrad Röntgen, X Rays have made major changes in medical 
diagnosis and treatment, as well as in metallurgy and many branches o f scientific 
investigation, such as crystallography and atomic studies (Didi-Huberman 1987, 71).
As the photographic image was impersonal, mechanically perfect and therefore utterly 
factual due to the chemical nature o f the process, its potential value as a documentary 
medium was also stressed. This potential was mitigated only by early photography’s 
inability to record motion, because o f its insensitivity to light, its practical application 
was assumed to be limited to static subjects. Even so, the new medium’s eventual 
contributions to the improvement o f knowledge were foreseen as being genuine and 
invaluable. As a recording instrument o f incontestable accuracy, the photographic
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camera became an object o f indispensable use to the travellers, discoverers and 
scientists (Stapp 1988, 3).
About the turn o f the century, government institutions and academic disciplines began 
also to form their systematised collections o f photographic examples, a proliferation 
o f files that constitutes another landmark in the expansion o f photography. The 
police, the patent office, military intelligence, art historians, anthropologists medical 
researchers and other branches o f work and knowledge made photographic files 
central to their operations. Then photography’s institutional centrality and its status as 
evidence and proof were made possible by a restructuring o f the power relations 
between state and citizen. Photography as a medium o f observation by its very nature, 
became a major element o f the recording apparatus and enlarged jurisdiction, and 
another instrument in the arsenal authority, an instrument o f surveillance and control 
(Tagg 1993, 5-6).
Photography served the physical sciences, optics, astronomy and photometry and 
came to the aid o f explorers and revealed many facets o f the universe, it helped to 
crack the secrets o f movement and human and animal locomotion and even to reveal 
things that the eye itself barely was not able to see. Finally, the nineteenth century 
public recognised photography’s excellence in rendering the reality in its full totality. 
Under the impression that reality as such had already been conquered, some 
photographers felt driven to convey reality differently in their images and they 
evacuated a high proportion o f reality from their pictures by using new techniques, 
effects and materials.
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Photographers commonly use special darkroom techniques such as cropping, 
exposure, contrast, dodging and burning. Cropping can be accomplished during 
shooting by the choice o f the lens, the height o f the camera, in the darkroom by 
moving the blades o f an adjustable easel, or by marking the white borders o f a print 
to show the area o f the final printed image. With manipulations in exposure and the 
use o f filters when shooting, temperature and time when processing the film, exposure 
with an enlarger, and filter or paper grade selections in the darkroom, photographer 
can alter the original tones o f the scene dramatically. By preventing the light fi’om 
exposing to a certain area o f a print with a tool or by hand, the area can be “dodged” 
to appear lighter. Conversely by adding more light to a specific area, the print appears 
to be darker or “burned”. Dodging and burning can also be accomplished with 
concentrated developer or chemical bleaches.
On the other hand, the faking o f photographs, either through stage direction by the 
photographer or through picture manipulations has also a long tradition. Early 
photographic history is filled with artists-tumed-photographers who set up situations 
with models and backdrops and made elaborate compositions from several negatives.
In 1840, Hippolyte Bayard who discovered a photographic process independent o f 
Daguerre and Fox Talbot but fiiistrated by the lack o f recognition, made the first 
faked photograph o f himself posed as a drowned corpse with a faked caption where 
he wrote on the back o f the print, “The government, which has supported M. 
Daguerre more than its necessary, declared itself unable to do anything for M. Bayard,
2. 2.2. Fake and Photography
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and the unhappy man threw himself into water in despair” (figure 1) (Lester 1991, 
91).
During the 1860s portrait studios began making composite photographs to advertise 
the range and quality o f their products. These composites were created by cutting up 
individual portraits, gluing the heads on a single sheet o f board, then rephotographing 
the whole. Another manipulative technique commonly used by photographers was 
“combination printing”. This technique which allowed very precise composition and 
lighting was made fi'om a combination o f a number o f negatives. It stemmed from the 
continuing desire for photography to compete with painting as fine art. Oscar Gustav 
Rejlander and Henry Peach Robinson were the first artists/photographers to use this 
imaginative technique o f combination printing (Davenport 1991, 165).
Between 1890 and 1910, photography was drawn into an international movement 
called Pictorialist Photography which forced it completely revise its aesthetic position 
and to explore techniques, materials and effects that had never been explored before. 
The ultimate aspirations o f pictorialism were to submerge and disguise the 
photographic image. In the line with the academic tradition, Oscar Gustav Rejlander’s 
photographic picture made o f 35 separate negatives. Two Ways o f Life that is an 
elaborate story o f a young man’s decision to follow the good and the evil way o f life, 
was more concerned to express an idea than to copy the nature (figure 2). Although 
photography was a medium that was recognised to offer a faithful portrait o f the 
world, in pictorialism, the reality was taken apart by reassembling and manipulating 
figures in order to create another unity o f meaning (Mélon 1987, 82-83). Another
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pictorialist photographer who produced composite pictures was Henry Robinson, 
who from five separate negatives created Fading Away (figure 3), his stage-like setup 
that shows a young woman on her deathbed accompanied by grieving family members 
in various poses (Melon 1987, 90-91).
On the other hand, the spirit photographers who flourished in the early decades o f the 
twentieth century were employing also reassembly and manipulation techniques 
similar to Rejlander and Robinson. Spirit photography, supposedly capturing the 
likeness o f the spirit o f a deceased person is an interesting photographic genre that is 
also directly based on double exposure fake in the darkroom. With the outgrowth o f 
the Spiritualism movement, unsophisticated to the technical considerations o f 
photography and wanting to believe in the truth o f the photograph, people paid 
money to spiritual mediums and believed the results. Usually a psychic medium would 
make an appointment with a customer and ask for a picture o f the deceased. This 
portrait, it was told, was necessary in order to communicate more easily with the dead 
loved one. The spirit photographer would expose part o f a negative plate with the 
image. Using the same negative during a portrait sitting, the photographer simply 
developed the print to the amazed customer (figure 4). But later, as more people 
became technically sophisticated about photography, spirit photographs soon lost 
their popularity (Gunning 1995, 46-47).
The illusion with the manipulations o f the photographs were not only limited with the 
darkroom process. Especially by the early years o f photography, many manipulation 
techniques were commonly used, either in the darkroom or during the shoot by 
staging the subjects while taking the photographs.
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During the American Civil War, photography was the most powerful medium for the 
documentation. But there has been also many unethical attempt o f the photographers 
while documenting the war. One o f the cases is the two stereocard views taken after 
the first battle in July 1861 by a portrait photographer who established the first 
pictures agency during the war, Mathew Brady who told the soldiers to pretend they 
were fighting in the first view and they were dead in the second. One view shows a 
group o f standing, kneeling and firing soldiers. The second picture shows the same 
group o f soldiers lying on the ground, presumably killed. The authenticity o f these 
scene are questioned because Brady fled with the Union Army shortly after the battle 
and one man in the picture is dressed in a heavy overcoat that would be a strange 
choice for July. Another case where the credibility o f documentary photography is 
questioned is the works o f Alexander Gardner who is a photographer under Brady’s 
employ. In his book called Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book o f the War, a 
photograph captioned Home o f a Rebel Sharpshooter (figure 5) shows the dead 
sniper lying on his back, his face turned toward the camera and his rifle propped up 
against one o f the rocks. The image would be a striking photographic document if 
there were not another photograph o f Gardner, showing the same soldier in a different 
location, on photograph captioned A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep (figure 6). This 
photograph is a closer view o f the young man still lying on his back, but his face is 
turned away from the camera and his rifle lies on the ground by his side. Apparently, 
not being able to photograph action during a battle due to the slow films and lenses, 
Gardner had to create his own dramatic pictures (Lester 1991, 95).
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Mathew Brady and his staff were responsible for one last photographic fake that 
involved the Civil War. General Sherman with other soldiers came to Brady’s studio 
to have their group portrait after the war. However an important member o f 
Sherman’s staff, General Blair could not attend the photo shoot. Nevertheless the 
photo was taken. At a later date a head and shoulders picture o f Blair was made and 
then the image o f his head was attached to the group picture with his name already 
imprinted. This kind o f cut and paste techniques was very common in that period. For 
instance in 1864, Southern statesman, John Calhoun’s body was used for a famous 
portrait o f President Lincoln by the entrepreneurs who wanted to make money from 
Lincoln’s assassination (figure 7) (Lester 1991, 97).
Following the invention o f the halftone printing process in 1873, the artistic 
renderings o f the engraved images began to be replaced by photographs captured 
‘from nature’. But with the halftone technique, by which the original photograph was 
copied through a dot patterned screen onto a plate to produce an engraving o f a 
mosaic o f various sized dots, it was impossible to see the difference between the 
faked and the original photograph (Jussim 1988, 38). On the other hand, stage- 
managed and composite photographic techniques were commonly used by the turn o f 
the century. The highly theatrical photographs were usually made by painters new to 
the photographic medium. For instance many photographs during the 1906 
earthquake in San Francisco were retouched by the artists, officially authorised to 
alter photographs to minimise the appearance o f damage from the earthquake. It was 
assumed at the time that prospective settlers to San Francisco would understand 
damage from a great fire, but would not move to the area if the whole o f the 
earthquake damage was publicised (Lester 1991, 100).
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Although initially photography has been regarded as an incorruptible mistress o f truth, 
then as legitimate defender o f good uses, by the beginning o f the new century, people 
began to realise that it could equally be pressed into the services o f  bad cause. As 
modem societies were increasingly organised, uniform and moulded by technology, 
economics and the administrative powers, photography was increasingly regarded as a 
tool that could become a weapon, that will be used by the avantgarde as an anarchistic 
tool, and by the state as a propaganda tool.
2. 2. 3. From Photomontage to Picture Manipulation
Discovered and cultivated by the avantgarde in Europe between 1918 and mid 
twenties as a viable medium, photomontage began to be used as an anarchistic tool to 
propagate political messages and then later became a powerfiil technique reaching 
into fields o f advertising, surrealism and art photography. The term photomontage 
was invented just after Word War I, when the Berlin Dadaists needed a name to 
describe their new technique o f introducing photographs into their works. For the 
Dadaists, photomontage was essentially a way o f outraging the public and destroying 
the aura or market value o f their work by revealing it as appropriated reproductions. 
Generally considered, photomontage is the composite and joining o f photographs 
fi-om different sources, brought together, either by cut and pasted down, or exposed 
multiply in negative, or printed multiply in combination on a sheet o f paper, to create 
a single image that will convey a new meaning. By conveying a completely new idea, 
the photomontage can represent the subconscious, falsify reality, alter the'truth to 
present a new truth (Wayne 1991, 13).
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Although credit for the discovery o f the photomontage technique is given to the 
artists o f the early twentieth century, the origins o f the composite imagery can be 
found in the nineteenth century’s context o f experimental photography, vernacular 
postcards and private portrait assemblages. Then the photomontage technique 
reappears in new forms in the early years of the twentieth century and assumes a new 
level o f significance in Europe, and particularly in Germany, experiencing a period o f 
cultural, political and social upheaval, that will be further accentuated in the years 
succeeding the War, in the period o f Weimar. In this context, photography that was 
questioned for its artistic integrity in the nineteenth century, began to be regarded 
among the cultural avantgarde as a tool o f the modem era, synonymous with 
progress. Dada groups formed of artists such as John Heartfield, Georg Grosz, Raoul 
Haussman and Hannah Hoch, were using photomontage as critical commentaiy on the 
existing political, social and cultural stmctures. They took the photomontage principle 
and used it to satirise the smooth talk o f the regular press. The cuts were too severe 
but the point was to spread chaos, to destroy the objective field and the authority o f 
the printed page (Nesbit 1987, 117).
One o f the artists who used the photomontage technique effectively, especially for 
political purposes is John Heartfield, who was also one o f the principal collaborators 
o f Xh&Arbeiter Illustrierte Zeitmg (AIZ) with communist leanings. Since becoming a 
member o f the KPD in 1919, Heartfield had been working for magazines and 
producing posters and brochures. Working in the framework o f the Berlin ‘Club 
Dada’, Heartfield put together the earliest photographic collages. In this context, 
Heartfield must be seen as a marginal figure since he was not himself a photographer, 
but rather than an artist who used the photographic image. His function was political
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and his work acquired meaning only through its application and distribution (Eskilden 
1987, 149). For instance, one o f John Heartfield’s political collages. Like Brother, 
Like Murderer (1933) conjoins a portrait o f brown-shirt leader Julius Streicher with a 
picture o f a bloodied murder victim from the Stuttgart police archives and an Italian 
officer holding a dagger (figure 8) (Mitchell 1992, 214). Another example where he 
used this kind o f technique is Instrument in God’s Hand? Toy in Thyssen’s Hand? 
designed in 1933 as a cover o i AIZ  (figure 9). The image shows one o f the steel 
magnate Fritz Thyssen added a cigar to signal his economic position and a swastika 
tie to convey his politics -pulling the strings o f a Hitler jumping jack. The text 
provides factual information on Thyssen’s economic wealth and importance. 
Heartfield manipulates the images o f Thyssen and Hitler with a greater 
tendentiousness to produce a comment on both economic and ideological aspects o f 
Nazism (Evans 1992, 16).
In his photomontages Heartfield used satirical devices such as; metamorphosis, 
anthropomorphism and metaphors o f scale. He often metamorphosed well-known 
figures, showing them in lowly, commonplace roles at odds with the presumptions o f 
their public positions. Heartfield also anthropomorphised animals, in the tradition o f 
fables and medieval bestiaries. Contrast, o f large and small or o f high and low, was 
another o f Heartfield’s satirical devices, that often became a metaphor for relations o f 
power (Evans 1992, 17).
In contrast to the Dadaists, whose photomontages were often a means to a political 
end and served a more didactic purpose, the Surrealists like Max Ernst, Paul iiash  and 
Maurice Tabard were more concerned with inner vision, dreams, nightmares o f  the
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unconscious mind. While Dada expressed a critical revolutionary spirit in Western 
Europe, Soviet artists were also exploring photomontage in the context o f Russian 
Constructivism. Klutsis, Alexander Rodchenko and El Lissitsky were among the most 
significant figures in the integration o f photomontage into the political and social 
vocabulaiy o f  Russia. Many o f these revolutionary ideas were most successfully 
developed in Bauhaus by Laszlo Moholy Nagy. The critical approach to the 
development o f photography o f the European Dada and Russian Constructivism 
continued also in America with the experimental New York Dada group, Alfi'ed 
Stieglitz’s Photo-Secessionist Galleries and Moholy’s New Bauhaus. (Wayne 1991, 
15-17).
From the beginning o f the twentieth century, the states also became aware o f the 
photography’s power. Throughout the wars, upheavals and revolutions o f the period, 
whether it favoured or opposed individual liberty, the power o f the states continued 
to grow. Photographic images perceived as visual fact, were actually more often used 
for propaganda and pure sensationalism by the states. In Soviet Union, under the 
cover o f  a constant dogmatic attitude, photography was used as a means o f 
subjecting and controlling the masses, the photograph artist became productivist and 
he was no longer simply to portray reality but to construct it (Sartori 1987, 127). In 
Italy it was used to show the spectacular and visual side o f the Duce and fascism. 
While o f little interest, the photography was very useful when it comes to 
reconstructing which the regime was representing as objective (Schwarz 1987, 137).
In Germany, the radical social changes o f the early twenties forced the writers, artists
\
and photographers to focus on contemporary developments in their works. The quest 
for a new perspective in the domain o f photography was in slogans like “a new point
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o f view and perception” or “a new objectivity” that allowed the photographer to 
create portraits which render their subjects with absolute truth, both physical and 
psychological. But by the mid-twenties, German photography was changing its 
relationship to reality and it was used effectively by the Nazi propaganda machine 
(Eskilden 1987, 141). On the other hand, in the United States, the development o f 
photography depended on the interplay between an oppressive liberalism and the 
liberating role adopted by the state (Phillips 1987, 158).
As the photographs are believed to be true documents o f what was actually there, the 
photographic manipulations become an obvious choice for propagandists since the 
early years o f its invention. Mostly by totalitarian regimes, through retouching, 
blocking, cutouts, recentering and effacement techniques, historical pictures have 
been altered to reflect a political regime’s version o f the truth.
In 1871, French photographer Eugene Appert had produced grossly faked pictures as 
anti-communard propaganda. Appert reconstructed historical scenes he could not 
have witnessed, by posing models, adding portrait heads o f the Communards, and 
rephotographing these collaged pictures so that they would appear seamless. On the 
other hand, the anti-Dreyfusard paper, L ’Anti-juif illustré, printed so many 
composite pictures purporting to show people in damaging alliances that Dreyfusard 
paper printed a special supplement called Les Mensonges de la Photographie (The 
Lies o f the Photography) to expose its opponent lies (Goldberg 1991, 63).
As photographs are primary historical documents, they can also be used to change or 
rewrite the past, as in the case o f Trotsky, with the others fallen from the grace.
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cropped out o f the pictures with Lenin (figure 10, 11). The first version o f the 
photograph taken on May 5, 1920, shows Lenin addressing a meeting with Trotsky at 
his side. In the second version, Trotsky is erased from the image due to the 
preventions o f  Stalinist government (Mitchell 1992, 200). Another example is the 
photograph showing during the 1917 attack, revolutionary soldiers on the Winter 
Palace in Russia that was actually a re-enactment during a daylight street celebration 3 
years later. The actual attack occurred in almost total darkness. The famous 
photograph was darkened and the windows o f the Palace were painted white to give 
the illusion o f  a building seen at night. This kind of an approach is also seen in Nazi 
Germany, Eastern European countries and China. For instance a photograph o f 
Chairman Mao, Jiang and his wife taken in 1947 reappeared a few days after the death 
o f  Mao in 1976 and the fall o f the gang o f four led by Jiang Quing, with Jiang Quing 
retouched out (figure 12, 13) (Rosier 1991, 58-59).
2. 2. 4. The New Photographic Order: Electronic Imaging
Since the invention o f photography, the photographers have used several manipulation 
techniques either in the darkroom or during the shooting, by framing selectively, 
cropping and using adequate camera angles, to delete and efface unwanted objects on 
the photographs. Digital images processing simply extends this tradition by allowing 
several other techniques easy to use. Digital images offer more opportunities for 
human intervention and can stand in a wider variety o f intentional relationships to the 
objects that they depict. Because they are so easily distributed, copied, transformed 
and recombined, they can be used to yield new forms o f understanding.
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For a century and a half, photographic image was accepted as an evidence, a truthful 
report about the things into the real world, in contrast to the traditionally crafted, 
human construction images. Chemical photography’s temporary standardisation and 
stabilisation o f the process o f image making served the purposes o f an era dominated 
by science, exploration and industrialisation. But the emergence o f digital imaging has 
subverted these certainties, confronted the viewer with the endless self-referentiality 
o f symbolic constructions and the inherent indeterminancies. The cultural production 
system now emphasises processability. With the digital structures produced and 
consumed without an external reference or self-referent, logical associations o f images 
and databases and computer networks become more crucial to the construction o f 
reality than physical relationships o f objects in space, that leads to the construction o f 
subjects in virtual environments.
Digital technologies put into question the nature and function o f the photographic 
image as representation. The essence o f digital information is its inherent malleability 
and plasticity. In this sense, computer tools such as those o f image processing, 
visualisation, simulation and network communication are used for changing, moving 
and transforming, but not for fixing, digital information. Through techniques o f 
electronic montage and manipulation, what once trusted as “picture o f reality” can 
now be seamlessly and undetectably, edited and altered. The status o f the 
photographic document as evidence is thereby called into doubt (Robins 1991, 58).
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3. The State of Technical Representation in the Digital Age
3. 1. The Evolution of Technical Images
The technological transformation by the Industrial Revolution, its mechanic inventions 
and theoretical models had been the prime determinant o f a new dynamic view o f  the 
world by the middle o f the nineteenth century. The new equations o f energy and mass, 
time and space, the invention o f electricity, electrical appliances, electromagnetic 
waves, kinetic gases, thermodynamics, and radio waves centred on the idea o f 
transformation replaced any theoretical models o f permanence and consistency. 
These new conceptions inspired by the revolution in science and the arrival o f 
machines naturally also gave rise to new perceptive worlds. And finally new worlds 
and new conceptual world models lead to the creation o f new images giving rise to 
new world perspectives.
The evolution o f the technology-based generation and transmission o f images and 
ideas have taken place through several stages o f development, the first o f which is 
obviously represented by the device o f photography invented in 1839. At about the 
same time the transmission o f images over long distances became possible. The 
invention o f the telegraph, the telephone and telecopying contributed to the 
development o f technology based systems for the transmission o f sound, as well as
CHAPTER 3
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images. The technology-based transmission o f images followed the technology-based 
production o f images. The discovery o f  electromagnetism represents the beginning o f 
the conception o f  new visual realms. Motion pictures animated by machines, film as 
the illusion o f moving images represents the third stage in the development o f 
technological images. Then comes the discovery o f the electron and the cathode ray 
tube which will lay down the basic conditions for the feasibility o f the electronic 
generation and transmission o f images. Recording visual signals magnetically by video 
recorder combined formerly separate media film, radio and television into the new 
video medium. This fourth stage increased the opportunities for the manipulation o f 
the image. Since the middle o f the century transistors, integrated circuits, micro-chips 
and semi-conductor technology have revolutionised the technologies for processing 
information, thereby expanding the scope o f computational visual conceptions. The 
fifth stage, the computerised image, entirely generated by machines and precalculated 
by computer manages to integrate not only all the historic techniques o f its 
precursors, but also opens up new perspectives. The digital image represents the most 
advanced stage in the development o f the technologically induced image and therefore 
represents the most radical transformation o f conventions o f visual conceptions. And 
the last steps taken through these developments are cable-TV, interactive TV and 
digital networks, which enable the interactive long-distance transmission o f sounds, 
images and the global distribution totally immaterial o f information (Weibel 1993, 
42).
The early development o f the last two stages o f the evolution o f the technology-based 
generation and transmission o f images coincided with the era o f space exploration and 
the digital imaging systems began to play an important role in scientific field. But later
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the digital imaging technology became the main tool o f surveillance and began to be 
used widely in military. The emergence o f digital imaging technology redefined the 
military uses o f visual information, as in the case o f 1990-91 Gulf War, during which 
the American forces depended heavily on digital imaging systems for tactical 
information.
As Jean Baudrillard states, marking a new level o f military control over the public 
representation o f combat operations, the Gulf War displayed a new level o f military 
deployment o f simulation technology, where technological simulacra neither displaced 
nor deterred the reality o f war, but they became an integral part o f its operational 
procedures. The Gulf W ar witnessed the birth o f a new kind o f military apparatus 
which incorporates the power to control the production and circulation o f images as 
well as the power to direct the actions o f bodies and machines. It involved a new kind 
o f event and a new kind o f power which is both real and simulacral. According to 
Baudrillard’s argument, the Gulf War was a staged event that has been turned into 
information and ceased to be a realistic war and became a virtual war (Baudrillard 
1995, 41).
3. 2. Digital Imaging: Computer as Dynamic Imaging Tool
With the development o f new visual technologies, the definition o f photography as a
process involving optics, light-sensitive material and the chemical processing o f this
\
material to produce prints or slides is subject to change. Technological innovations 
such as the video-still camera are shifting photography form its original chemical basis 
towards electronics, opening it to all possibilities o f data transmission and processing.
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Once photographic images become encoded as units o f electronic information, they 
can enter into a global communications network that, via today’s computers and 
telephone lines, can send information around the world in a very short time. Thanks to 
this technological facility, the photography becomes subsumed within a broader 
overarching electronic communications medium, especially in journalistic context. But 
as new forms o f electronic publishing develop which involve video and computers, the 
still photographic image will find a new context, because with the arrival o f new and 
increasingly seamless ways o f editing and changing images, our traditional belief that 
the “camera never lies” will be brought in question (Bode and Wombell 1991, 4-5) .
In this context, it becomes difficult to define the relatedness o f this new kind o f 
digitised picture to the physical events it shows. The conventional photographic 
system enables the viewer to see or know by personal presence and perception, to be 
present at an occurrence, to testify and give or afford evidence o f the frame 
photographed. Because with photography, the term witness refers to the presence o f a 
viewing agent, in this case a camera by itself or operated by a photographer at a 
scene. The photographic witness here is defined by induced visual contact, a decisive 
criterion when compared with a circumstantial measure, the optical resemblance o f 
the image to the actual thing contacted. On this level, computers assists photography 
in bearing unprecedented witness, by automating flash, exposures, focus and by 
measuring and translating the results o f sensors and scans sensitive to nonvisible light 
wave-lengths into photographic terms. They compile, read, calculate and sample from 
the data the sensors have detected and finally they transmit the material into then- 
particular visual form. Characteristically, one code is altered and made visually 
accessible in another. Thus, computer visualisation allows photographic images to be
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made in which there is no direct referent in an outside world. It results in pure 
inventions that have no origin other than the computer program itself (Kozlofif 1994, 
308).
Electronics certainly contribute significantly to a revolution in perception and image 
production with the free flow o f informations and ideas, but on the other hand its 
impact on photographic veracity can not be denied. It is now possible to change any 
element in a photograph using digital manipulation techniques to add or subtract 
elements or change colour or focus. The era o f Cartier-Bresson and the “decisive 
moment” is finished, since anyone can create any “decisive moment” he or she wants 
with a computer. Now photography that enables to illustrate whatever one wants to, 
is perceived like writing, as subjective, capable o f insight (Ritchin 1991, 14-15).
Computer imaging has been developed within the context o f already established 
mechanical and electronic media. The current uses o f computer imaging are of an 
integrative character, operating within already existing media such as photography, 
cinema, video and the production practices, forms and institutions with which they 
are associated. Although the digital techniques are helping to bring about within 
traditional forms, there are also several novel dimensions emerging from the computer 
such as ease o f duplication, alteration and transmission (Darley 1991, 82).
Photo retouching, a craft that changes pictures subtly with pencil or airbrush, has 
existed for a long time. Even many o f the earliest daguerreotype pictures wfere hand 
tinted. But conventional forms o f retouching were always detectable. With the use o f 
computer techniques in photograph)', it is becoming impossible to tell whether such
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pictures have been altered, leaving open the possibility that photographs will be able 
to lie in ways unimaginable in the past (Lacayo and Russell 1990, 169). Once 
recorded, visual information is irreversible in a photograph, where the individual 
image is unmoving, frozen and static. The digital image represents the exact opposite. 
Here each individual component part o f the image is variable in itself and adaptable. 
By transferring photo, film or video onto digital media their variability can be 
improved. Although each fi-ame on the contact sheet represents indisputable moment 
o f  contact with the world, the computer imaging enables the user to create fi-ames that 
did never took place in real world (Weibel 1993, 39).
Computer imaging uses electronics to encode visual information as numerical data, 
storing information as discrete samples and the ability to rapidly extract and process 
visual data distinguishes digital imaging systems. But on the other hand, photographic 
film, which is an analog medium, is preferred for its high resolution and dense stable 
storage. Because even the lowest photographic resolution is beyond the reach o f 
standard computer hardware.
Because o f  this characteristic, the enlargement o f an analog photograph reveals more 
detail but yields a grainier picture. On the other hand, a digital image has precisely 
limited spatial and tonal resolution and contains a fixed amount o f information. Once 
a digital image is enlarged to the point where its grided microstructure becomes 
visible, further enlargement will reveal nothing new. The pixels retain their square 
shapes and their original colours.
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A disadvantage o f analog images is that, the analog images cannot be transmitted or 
copied without degradation. Photographs o f photographs, photocopies o f  
photocopies, and copies o f videotapes are always lower quality than the originals, 
and copies that are several generations away from an original are typically very poor. 
But as the digital images are not debased descendent, many generations away from 
the original is indistinguishable in quality from its originals (Mitchell 1992, 6).
In addition, there are also economic motives in replacing traditional photography by 
digital imaging. One o f the important economic advantages o f digital image is that, it 
does not require a time-consuming and expensive chemical development process, as 
the chemical photography. On the other hand, the digital image can be stored 
compactly, accessed by computer, manipulated freely and transmitted to remote 
location within a very short time without losing its visual quality (Mitchell 1992, 19).
3. 3. The Copy: A uthorship and Originality
The invention o f photography in 1839 led to a redefinition o f the concept o f the 
authorship. One o f the inventors o f photography, William H. Fox Talbot had already 
pointed to a disappearance in his first publication Some Account o f the Art o f the 
Photogenic Drawing, or, The Process by Which Natural Objects May be Made to 
Delineate Themselves Without the A id o f A rtist’s Pencil. The disappearance that he 
was referring to was that o f the pencil (or o f the hand) o f the artist. Because the 
photo camera was replacing the artist who was making the picture and it ,was “the 
picture that was making itself’. With the autonomous mechanism o f  the camera, an 
image was made without artist and the author was replaced by the anonymat. Even
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Talbot explicitly states in the title o f his first paper The Pencil o f Nature (instead o f 
calling rightly The Pencil o f Machine) that the traditional tools o f art had disappeared 
and that the image was now made by the machine itself (Weibel 1991-92b, 4). In the 
early years o f its invention, the photograph was seen as a representation o f nature 
itself, as an unmediated copy o f the real world. The medium itself was considered 
transparent and the propositions carried through the medium were unbiased and 
therefore true. In the nineteenth-century writings on photography, the photographer’s 
role or human operator is always undermined and there is an emphasis on the notion 
o f the unmediated agency o f nature. The photograph is considered as portions o f 
nature painted by Nature’s self and there is no mention of the role o f the 
photographer in the process as author (Sekula 1982, 86).
On the other hand, W alter Benjamin claims that “the whole sphere o f authenticity is 
outside technical reproducibility” . Because as from a photographic negative, it is 
possible to make any number o f prints, “to ask for the authentic print makes no 
sense”. Thus the technique o f reproduction in photography detaches the reproduced 
object from the domain o f  tradition o f art. Once the work o f art can be reproduced, a 
crisis in defining its uniqueness arises. Because “by making many reproductions 
photography substitutes a plurality o f copies for a unique existence”. According to 
him, this system o f reproduction leads to the decay o f the aura o f the work o f art 
(Benjamin 1986, 30).
S
The photographic machine is able to obtain not only the image o f an object, but one 
o f the chemically processed image for the representation o f an object, fi’om which it is 
possible to have a multitude o f reproductions and copies o f images. Then as there is
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no more a unique author, also there is no room for the unique object. Because there 
can be only multiple images instead o f an original image (Weibel 1991-92a, 34).
Photography’s technical existence as a multiple joins the possibility that all the images 
taken o f the same object can end up being the same image. Thus the multiplicity o f 
photography damages the notion o f originality as an aesthetic condition available to 
photographic practice. Rosalind Krauss argues that in photography, the possibility o f 
aesthetic difference is collapsed from within, and the originality that is dependent on 
this idea o f difference collapses with it. The photography deconstructs the possibility 
o f  differentiating between the original and the copy, the first idea and its slavish 
imitators, by exposing the multiplicity, the facticity, the repetition (1990, 22).
Krauss claims that with this total collapse of difference, one finds oneself entering the 
world o f simulacrum, where, as in Plato’s cave, the possibility o f distinguishing 
between the reality and phantasm, between the actual and the simulated, is denied 
(1990, 23). Grilles Deleuze refers to Plato’s philosophy for the distinction between the 
original and the copy and the question o f how it is to be carried out. Plato defines 
two kinds o f objects that are the true copy o f the Ideal Forms and the ones degraded 
as to be false. Everything is a copy, but the true copy is that which is truly resemblant, 
copying the inner idea o f the form and not just an empty shell. Then Plato makes the 
definition o f the false copy, that is a simulacrum. “Copies are secondary possessors, 
they are well-founded pretenders, guaranteed by resemblance; simulacra are like false 
pretenders, built upon dissimilarity, implying as essential perversion or a deviation” 
(1990, 256-57).
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Therefore, the important distinction for Plato is not between the model and the copy 
but between the copy and the simulacrum. The “false” copy is dangerous because it 
throws into question the validity o f the model/copy distinction. Thus the simulacrum 
is the internal enemy. The task o f the philosopher is to unmask “false” copies -in order 
to deny the difference o f the simulacrum (Morris 1992, 41-42).
Krauss considers photography that is the image resemblant only by mechanical 
circumstance and not by internal, essential connection to the model as the false copy, 
and claims that it served to deconstruct the whole system o f  model and copy, original 
and fake, first- and second-degree replication and put into question the whole concept 
o f the uniqueness, the originality o f its author and individuality (1990, 24).
It is already difficult to make a distinction between the original and the copy o f the 
photographic image. But especially with the digital images, it is becoming more 
difBcult, because the digital images do not even have unique negatives. An image file 
may be copied endlessly and the copy is indistinguishable from the original, since there 
is no loss o f quality. In this case, it is also difficult to preserve the originality o f the 
work. The major factor to consider is that with digital imaging the duplicate o f an 
image file is a perfect replica o f the original image. Until now photographically copied 
images always gave themselves away by a degeneration o f  the quality, but now, with 
digital technologies, the hundredth copy o f an image is identical to the original 
(Ritchin 1990b, 35).
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3. 4. The Ethics of New Reality
As digital images have become increasingly important items o f exchange in worldwide 
electronic information economy and as traditional conceptions o f image truth, 
authenticity and originality have been challenged, ethical and legal problems have 
emerged. The problem arises because scanner technology allows anyone with the 
proper equipment to digitise the photographs, manipulate them and offer the altered 
images for sale as their own. Many o f the traditions, standards and laws developed 
before the emergence o f the digital imaging techniques, seem inadequate when they 
are extended to the new situations created by the new technology. The new 
photographic order under the influence o f the use o f electronic imaging leads to 
inevitable questions o f ethical use o f images and legal questions o f copyright violation. 
With increasing numbers o f images being available on CD-ROM, many photographers 
are worried that their pictures can be used or modified without their permission.
But photographic process is in itself already manipulative, recording three dimensional 
reality onto a two dimensional surface o f chemicals. As no film gives a true replica o f 
an original scene, but a representation, “the camera never lies” statement can never be 
true. Because even the use o f different films on the same subject can give totally 
different interpretations o f that subject, while photographers routinely use different 
focal length lenses to distort perspective in order to give a different emphasis to 
images. Even the act o f fi’aming an image in the camera exclude part o f a scene, or 
cropping it afterwards can alter the message o f an image. Since the veiy early days o f 
photography, photographers have constructed images, either in the camera by double 
exposure o f the film, or in the darkroom by printing several negatives on to the same
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sheet o f paper. Image manipulation is not new, but it is perhaps now that it becomes 
easier with the widespread use o f post production manipulation.
The ethical and factual problems o f computer alteration arises especially in 
photojournalism, or more accurately in editorial photography. It has been possible to 
crop a photograph for publication, cutting out parts o f one or more o f its edges, 
usually without damaging the image’s integrity. But introducing new practices, the 
computer allows much more extensive manipulation in photojournalism.
The introduction o f digital retouching also complicates the issue o f photograph 
publication because it makes possible to retouch and synthesise new “real” images. 
The photograph can be displayed on a video monitor that divides the image into 
“pixels” and then any area o f the screen can be enlarged for retouching. Possible 
manipulations include removing, cloning, deleting or combining parts o f the image 
with other objects, changing their colour and brightness.
As they destroy the credibility o f the photograph as a document, the widespread use 
o f  the digital imaging systems applications lead also to a revaluation o f the status o f  
photojournalism. Because the electronic image leaves no trace o f  the change and this 
presents a challenge to the standards o f photojoumalistic practice that include fidelity 
to the image the photographer took and guidelines for altering that image. The 
electronic image eliminates the possibility o f catching any changes that violate the 
guidelines because the original image, the standard o f “reality” disappears'(Becker 
1991, 27).
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Since the early years o f photography, journalism adopted photograph as record, 
evidence and proof, to present reality. Several decades before photographs were 
printed in newspapers, it was very common in press to find references to the reporter 
as a “mere machine” recording the “exact truth”, and to the camera as a metaphor for 
the reporter’s activities. Illustration remained tied to engraving techniques until the 
invention o f the halftone process in the 1880s but in the meantime, a drawing’s 
veracity was often authenticated by the credit line “from a photograph”. Today the 
ideal objective journalism, its roots interwoven with nineteenth-century beliefs about 
photographic realism, is questioned. Because, due to the emergence o f digital imaging 
in photojournalism, the camera is no longer the journalist’s guiding metaphor and the 
photograph’s ability to “tell the truth” is misused. The photojoumalists are challenged 
to adjust their work strategies to technological change, while remaining true to the 
existing standards o f journalistic practice. This conflict leads also to a reconsideration 
o f the work strategies, the stated journalistic standards and the ethical guidelines.
Photojoumalists are responsible for establishing and maintaining the standards o f 
photography in the press, and without their photographs, press representation o f the 
news would be incomplete. Public’s belief in their work is essential and their 
credibility depends on the public’s ability to tm st in their photographs as constmcted 
“pictures o f reality” . New technologies threaten to undermine this tmst by blurring the 
visible distinction between the manipulated and the “real” image. Ethical guidelines 
are drawn up in order to clarify this distinction and to apply it to the production o f the 
news photograph. Photojoumalists’ control over the technology thus becomes also an 
ethical issue, not only to preserve their status within journalism, but to protect the 
integrity o f the photograph itself
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4. A Case Study: Photojournalism
Photojournalism has a necessary role in the need to establish the credibility o f images 
that for more than 150 years has interpreted and documented the history. Between the 
twenties and the fifties, up until its retreat in the face o f television, photojournalism 
enjoyed an extraordinary success with the introduction o f new techniques, new ideas 
and small cameras easy to handle and fast to operate (Osman 1987, 166).
It must be recognised that a change is taking place in technology, in which the 
mechanical-chemical image is being gradually supplanted by the electronic image 
produced by a computer. By the time, photography’s area o f application has also 
altered and its uses and functions have changed. Faced with the growing competition 
o f television, photographers-reporters are turning to the methods o f cinema fiction. In 
order to show reality, they dramatise it, as if  photographers were at last recognising 
the fictional dimension o f  their representation o f reality. Press photography, which 
used to claim to be a way o f knowing the world and life, can now be seen for a source 
o f illusory, subjective, sometimes misleading images. The reporter who, between the 
wars stood for the transparency o f  the photographic image, nowadays tends to stress 
the subjectivity o f  his vision (Rouillé 1987a, 255-56). As a machine, the camera is 
supposed to record faithfully and unemotionally records o f a moment in time. But a 
machine is only as truthful as the hands that guide it.
CHAPTER 4
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The faking o f photographs, either through staging by the photographers or through 
picture manipulation in the darkroom has also many examples in the history o f 
journalism. But especially with the new technological advances allowing easy and 
undetectable picture manipulation, cause the photography to lose completely its 
credibility on the public. In these circumstances, distinctions between different 
photographic procedures tend to become eroded. As the photographic image 
increasingly reveals itself to be not a true copy o f reality but a metaphor o f it, 
documentary photography cease to be considered irreconcilable and its position needs 
to be redefined in a new ethical framework.
4.1. The Structure of Journalistic Photograph
The ethical problems in photojournalism are not limited only by its credibility. There 
are also other general concerns related to the system o f the photojournalism and more 
to the journalism itself, such as the presentation o f violence, attack to the privacy o f 
the subject, misappropriation o f a person’s image without permission and uses o f the 
images in another context or with another title.
Photographs have more impact on people than written words and their capacity to 
shock exceeds that o f language. As a photograph can immediately shock, or enlighten 
a reader, its visual impact has long been used by journalists. Then ethical problems 
arise for photographers and editors because the readers are also repulsed by such 
events. Especially with the turn o f the century that brought the highlight oiyellow  or 
Frontpage style journalism, visual images began to play a crucial part. The reporting 
o f crime and disasters with the use o f picture was a factor that helped to define the
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yellow journalism  period o f sensationalism. Although many images were censored by 
government officials, photographers during World War II produced many dramatic 
visual documents. Especially during the Korean and Vietnam War, photographers 
brought the terror on a daily basis, and they helped also to change the public’s opinion 
against those conflicts. During the same turbulent decade, visual images continued to 
isolate some o f  the most strikingly terrifying moments such as the assassination o f Lee 
Harvey Oswald, Martin Luther King and also the Buddhist monk burning himself 
during a demonstration, the street execution o f a Viet Cong soldier and the children 
running in torment after a napalm attack.
Another field that also attracted the photojoumalists, but caused also some ethical 
problems since the invention o f  the photography, is the invasion o f the privacy. 
Especially with the cameras becoming hand-held, lenses and film becoming faster, 
amateur and professional photographers were able to make pictures o f unsuspecting 
subjects. Especially professional cameras made by Leica Company made it possible 
for photographers to take high quality pictures to be captured in hundredths, then 
thousandths o f  a second, without the subject’s knowledge or consent. By 1930, with 
the use o f sensitive rolled films, the act o f picture taking became even more intuitive, 
a matter o f inspired opportunism. A  complementary breakthrough, in its effect on 
spontaneity, was the 1925 invention o f the flashbulb, that eliminated much o f the fume 
and gloom from the lighted photographs and speeded up the picture taking process. 
This led to the increase o f  privacy problems, especially when editors chose to use 
sensational pictures on their front pages (Lacayo and Russell 1990, 68). Especially 
magazine and newspaper editors, once halftone process became relatively inexpensive 
and aesthetically acceptable, were eager to fill their pages with photographs that were
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used to sell more copies (Hoy 1986, 172). With these new technical developments, 
photography moved from the contemplation o f objects to a subtle emphasis on the 
process o f  vision itse lf.
As photographers replaced their 4X5 cameras with more easily manipulated 35mm 
cameras, they were more inclined to photograph people as they really were rather than 
stage direct a subject’s actions. They even established a style o f photography that was 
unique to the 35mm film medium. Photographers such as Robert Frank, Diane Arbus, 
Bruce Davidson, Danny Lyon, Lee Friedlander and Gary Winogrand used a shooting 
style that opened the streets to subjects previously not photographed. In the 1950s 
Robert Frank used straight photography techniques in a new way to show the social 
landscape from a distinctly personal viewpoint. The photographers recording the 
social landscape were concerned with a kind o f truth that they felt the photographic 
process gave and for that reason did not manipulate the images in printing (Warren 
1993, 293). Later the magazine photographs developed a more casual visual style as 
many o f the street photographers fi-eelanced for the magazines. But these photographs 
became such threatening to an ordinary person’s privacy that subject’s privacy had to 
be defended legally by the privacy laws.
4. 2. Picture Manipulations in Photojournalism
Especially during the era o f sensationalism called Yellow Journalism, the intense 
competition between Joseph Pulitzer, publisher o f the New York Tribune and William 
Hearst, publisher o f  the New York Journal, created a readership that demanded 
dramatic and sensational stories in their newspapers. In order to create sensation, even
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figure 14
faked news were created to attract readers, as in the case o f New York Evening 
Graphic, where the technique called composograph was used, to fake a sensational 
divorce trial after photographers were ejected from the courtroom by the judge 
(figure 14). Because they could not take a picture inside the courtroom during the 
sensational Rhinelander divorce trial, the New York Evening Graphic staged the 
courtroom scene at the newspaper office with newspaper staff personnel posed as trial 
participants for the picture, playing the parts o f real individuals. As might be expected, 
the Evening Graphic continued to use the composograph technique later for other
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cases, while admitting in tiny prints at the bottom that the pictures were faked (Kobre 
1991, 330).
But more serious fakes involved political subjects. One o f the most famous picture 
manipulation in the American political history took place during the McCarthy era. 
During the election o f 1950, McCarthy, famous for his Red-baiting policy, went after 
several o f his enemies, especially by exploiting the press. In order to defeat the 
Democrat campaign, he made publish on front page o f From the Record, a composite 
picture o f his adversary Millard Tydings o f Maryland having a chat with Earl 
Browder, former head o f the American Communist party, with an invented caption. 
The conversation had never occurred and the photograph had never been taken. In 
fact it was made o f a cutout o f Browder from one photograph and a cutout o f 
Tydings from another. Two figures were pasted into place and rephotographed, 
creating a seamless visual lie. The image was widely distributed among the electorate 
that the Democrat Tydings lost the election while the Republican John Butler won it 
(figure 15) (Goldberg 1991, 91-92).
News photographs were deemed so reliable that it might never have occurred to a 
reader that the picture o f Tydings and Browder was a fake. But the main reason that 
was increasing the credibility o f this photograph was not only the role o f the 
photojournalism on the reader, but also the historical context. As Roland Barthes 
points out, what makes the Browder and Tydings conversation “the sign o f  a 
reprehensible familiarity is the tetchy anti Communism o f the American electorate; 
which is to say that the code o f connotation is neither artificial nor natural, but 
historical” (1981, 526).
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In the government.
The Semife rcjmrt: '’The 'bark 
a fitrf ramjxiiiju conducted by 
voM-Mnri/!and outaidern woa of 
a  form and pattern desif/ned to 
iindenninc and drniroy the pub- 
tie faith and confidence in the 
ba.sir Amrnran loyally of a u d l·  
known fiifurv,”/
McCarthy and Jonkel realized 
that It wouI<l 1)0 impo.s.slble to 
convlmx; the majority of people 
of such nonsense. However, they 
C!<f-xilated that perhaps 20 or 25 
IMT cent of the voters were In 
doubt; If this many people could 
be reaeherl by a whlsjicring cam­
paign which »aid: why be In 
doubt? pl.'iy safe and vote for 
Butler—then Т у  d i n g s  w a s  
doomed.
(T ’lo Srnalv re/wrf; “П mhjhl 
he an cxayfjcrution to call thin 
*borl; Hlrrct’ camp<iion a Udy lie' 
campaipn. Put it corfa'oily is tio 
v'-appcralion to call it a ‘biy 
doubt' camjHnpn."f
Butler Was sent on tour mak­
ing general Kt»eeches along cu.s· 
t<)inary Republican lines. Tlie 
really heavy cattnonadlng against 
Tydifii's' loyalty and patriotism 
was done by Senator McCarthy 
who .stumjx'd the state, by radio 
comnjent.Hor Fulton Lewis Jr., 
who has five stations In Mary­
land. ami by the VVashlnglon 
Times-Horald which has an cx- 
tiMisive Maryland circulation.
l o r i l  M’BKK.S IILFOKE THE
end of the campaign, McCarthy 
nfSclded that something more was 
needed as a knockout punch. He 
jnopo'jcd publishing a four-page 
t a b l o i d  summing up all the 
rharees acalnst Tvdlng.s. partlc-
î a i ü i
'Щ т ш
...
Aji.-clitril r t r t i  Wiriptiuto
THIS is  THE FAKE— "C om posite P ic tu re "  of Earl Browder and Sen. Tydlngs
"iVof the vsital illustration that you will use in a neuipaper."
would liave run .such a picture In 
his own newspaper, Tankcrslcy 
conceded that It Is "not the usual 
illuslration that you will u.se In 
a newspaper."
Mundy, who wa.s Butler’s nomi­
nal campaign manager, de­
nounced the photograph later as 
•'/itupld. puerile, imd In bad 
taste." Tankersley and the other 
members of the McCarthy cabal, 
however, defend it stoutly. Mc­
Carthy hlm.self de.scribes it as "a 
very ciTcctlvc job."
In addition to publication of 
the tabloid, the Butler campaign 
wound up with mailing half a 
million postcards containing last- 
minute personal me.ssnges to the 
voters written In pen and Ink sup- 
po.scdly by Butler himself. These 
postcard.^ were actually filled In 
by campaign workers In accord-
eyes looked like they u cre poinp 
to pop out of his head. / said 
that he was workiny himitrlf up 
over tiothinp . . . /'m fired am/ / 
want to i/o fto»»ic. f7’hi.i u:as 
about 1 a.m.)
".Snriiie reached out and Jerked 
me back by the coat. He said, 
'Listen, I lecnf that letter b<irk.’ 
/ Maid, 'IV/iaf IclicrT' He said, 
‘The yuaroiifcc letter you got 
from Butler.'
"I told him that he wasn’t going 
to get that letter. He told me If 1 
didn’t give him the letter, they 
would fix me up and put me 
through a McCarthy invc.stlga- 
tion. He bragged about being 
good at that sort of thing. I  told 
him that I couldn’t give him the 
letter even if I wanted tor-that 
thl.s letter wa.s In my attorney’s 
office.
postcard'·’ uas not the only pur­
pose of their mission.")
McCarthy’s employes did their 
bc.st to shield the boss when they 
testified. Moore said he operated 
under direct orders from George 
Greeley, McCarthy’s administra­
tive assistant, in dealing with 
Feddcr. Moore said his Job was 
to siwclallze on Senator Tyding.d 
attitude toward Communism. He 
provided this Information to any­
body who wanted It, he said, un­
der .siwciflc instructions.
"Who gave t h o s e  Instruc­
tions?" he was asked.
"I don’t remember," s a  1 d 
Moore, whose memor>· had been 
e.xcellent up to that point.
• ·  ·
KAY KIEUMAS, ftIcCAKTUY·« 
office manager, had similar
Herald, and wa.s attended by, 
among others. Sen. Owen Brew­
ster (R-Mc.), chairman of the COP 
Senatorial Campaign Committee 
and the regular intermediary be­
tween Sen. Taft and the McCnr- 
. thy bloc.
Ah я rc.Hult of thin ronferener, 
Butler flh-d five days later a aup- 
ptemenlat report with the .Secre­
tary of the Senate IlNtiiig $'J7,100 
In prevloiiHly "overlooked" cam- 
))ulgn conlrlhullon».
To make thU move seem n*gii- 
I».·, .Innkel wrote a letter to 
Mundy Maying that In the cam­
paign he had been "но busy 
(Hint) accurate recordM were not 
kept In all liiHtances."
.Mundy, however, rcfu.sed to 
»if?n the supplemental statement. 
J»»nkcl wa.4 left to lake the rap 
alone.
THE I'INANXTAL IIOCDS-PO-
cuH does not end there. The 
cîıeck from Bentley, the Detroit· 
er, •which McCarthy hlm.sclf pei'- 
sonally solicited was not turned 
over to ilundy. McCarthy gave It 
to Robert Lee. a McCarthy friend 
who hn.H a job а.ч minority clerk 
of the Senate appropriations 
eommlilce. Lee passe<l the check 
to hl.s wife who u.sed It to open 
a personal account In her own 
name at the National Capital 
Bank and then drew on It. for 
campaign activities. Why this 
clrcultou.s method was followed 
and for what campaign риг|ю5е.ч 
Mrs. Lee spent the money ha.s 
never been explained.
(The Si'nale report: "The 
financial irregularities uncovered 
by this Investigation of the But­
ler campaign were of a substaii- 
tlul nature, |nvoIve<I large sunut 
of money and were engineered by 
t\\e. eamlidato’s oum manager. We 
are Imiiresscd with the fact we 
are nof considering actions by 
enthusla:.tlc Mupporters of his 
candidacy operating from a bast) 
foreign to the candidate’s |>er·
figure 15
The manipulation o f a photograph does not have to take place in the darkroom. The 
photographer, by staging the picture that will be taken, can also create an artificial but 
documentary photograph as in the examples o f three famous photographs, Robert 
Capa’s moment o f death o f a Republican soldier during the Spanish Civil War, Arthur 
Rothstein’s two version o f Steer Skull and Joe Rosenthal’s raising o f the American 
flag over Iwo Jima. These three photographs that have all been reported to be 
photographic manipulations, have a cloud o f uncertainty that surrounds each 
photographer’s reputation.
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Published in magazine in 1937, Capa’s photograph shows in one instant the death 
o f an anonymous soldier (figure 16). The picture shocked the readers, who had never 
witnessed in such graphic horror a soldier’s moment o f death, with its sudden impact. 
After an offhandedly made remark by Capa and evidence that the killed soldier 
appeared ahve in subsequent images o f Capa’s contact sheet, rumours spread that the 
picture was either a result o f  Capa simply shooting blindly and capturing the shot by 
chance or stage managed for the camera. The first possibility also cannot be ignored, 
taking as an example Bob Jackson’s Oswald murder picture and Eddie Adams’ the 
Viet Cong soldier’s assassination. It is not still clear if  Capa’s Death o f a Loyalist 
Soldier (1936) is stage managed or shot by chance, but beside this photograph, Capa 
produced many war-time photograph throughout his career. Capa who consistently 
produced images with strong emotional impact and high technical expertise, 
photographed in Spain, China, Israel and finally in Vietman, where he was killed when 
he stepped on a land mine (Lester 1991, 111).
Another example o f staged photography comes from Arthur Rothstein, a 
documentary photographer for the Farm Security Administration (FSA), who made 
photographs o f a steer’s skull on grassy and parched land during the summer o f 1936 
(figure 17). When the different backgrounds were discovered the skull was labelled a 
prop by the Republican politicians who used the pictures to attack the credibility o f all 
the FSA photographs and particularly the Democratic administration. According to 
the Republicans, the Democrats were using the photographs to make environmental 
conditions look worse than they actually were and they accused Rothsteip to make 
these kind o f propagandist photographs (Goldberg 1991, 96).
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DEATH IN SPAIN: THE CIVIL WAR HAS TAKEN 500,000 LIVES IN ONE YEAR
On July 17 IİK· Spanish Г»гП W*r wil! be one yrnr niil. In that lime it Ьм 1ж я1дЬ1 iN-iith lo ЛОЛ.01Х1 S|>«nianli, Ьд< khalirrr«! 9iirh о л т и !  citH-ч jlí 
M adriil.Tohihi, HíIImi», Irun ainl Durangv. ha* lu'iit Kimi|><· in a i4«lt'u/ jilliTi.
\V)»cn Ibc war sU rlnl. m o4 U. S. c i lw n í  hnikml on the Loyalisl.i «л а haJf- 
enuy, iirrtponkilik·, inunlrmuf icuni lltat ha<! turncii on ita ЬсжогаЫо İH-Urn. 
Л year of war lia> luiitihl t i«  U. S. tnore of S|Mİn.
'П т d a w n  of Sjwiiii were prx>lw»l>ly the worM*< worst Ы»»»ся—irre-
f{MıiHİblc, arrofpuit. vain, itpioranl, uliifllt^t anU in<.-uiu|icli<nt. Some ^0,000 
laiiillonli ownrsl .10% of tin: tanii. They tii«! im4  ip\*n Ibñr fit-M hamb nuMUrn 
maiíhüirry ur iJinir lamí nıiKİrm irriffalion. H tcy rrfuwit to rent ипомч! Un<i 
tu landlew рея.чап1я Гог fear of ffivinK the jwiMuita lUiiKeruut iiiiro-i of owner· 
İlilip. TİM lıuKİ wan only atioiit cincim i ami much of it was idle. And 
S|Miin*s mineral гс-чопп-ск. amont; llw *n*atrsl in Euru)>c, liiy idniost entirely 
uiics|iloilc«l. The luristwirocy of Sjuin was still living uii llic inicrrat on wraith 
linniglit home from the Amcrims by the gold flcclK in tlie 10th .Century.
To the iO.lXH) lamllurd«. add iil,ft00 Anoy offiorrs, more than twice llie total 
of llrithh Army оШетп·. 'Пн-п· wws mm оПнтг for every *i* privates, mm mi neral 
for rw ry 1-5Л men. For си ту W sjmnt on voWiers’ |Hiy, 1тм1,1мггаек>, uinmmii· 
(ion, oineers got ^K) in | му— of the national hmlgirt. 'Пш national law- iimdc 
оПктг* sciniwKTtsl. Jiu l for pusliing a polii'cimui of the swank Civil Giiortl, 
Ainenemu got six nHinliu in jail in ItftU.
Add to the 41,000 landlonls and ofTicriw, 100,000 derjD', tlm nt»*t lupdK-avy 
Church hierarchy in the world, m.*xt to Tilwl- 'Птзт oImi were ¡uii«! hy tlm State. 
Tlie Church, with its cmirninua wraith, naturally took a eupitalist's |M>»ilion. 
It was up to iU neck hi |м>1Им-ч. Feasants were (old (luil to vole against (l»c 
Conmrvativea was пмшПу a iimrtal sin. Пк· Cburrh was in eliarKU <*f SpaniMi 
cilucwtimi. KiisulL: llm Sfunidi people were 4A% illitiTatr. The rvoaou for tlm 
civil war was simidy that the people of Sjiaiii liad 6гсч| their Im.^ -w« for ilagnuit 
uiis>m|ic(rnce and the Itoascs hail refuHsi to Im fimL 
For a new movie of the S|tauidt war from the Gos-ernment aide, turn iwge.
figure 16
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Another documentary photographer who was accused o f taking stage managed 
pictures is Joe Rosenthal, an Associated Press photographer. He made three 
photograph atop Suribachi that is a Japanese observation place on the island o f Iwo 
Jima in 1945. His first picture is the famous image that became the most reproduced 
photograph in history, won a Pulitzer Prize and became an icon o f American 
patriotism (figure 18). It shows six soldiers erecting a large , American flag on a long 
diagonally slanted flagpole. The soldiers seem to be straining, as they had strained to 
capture the mountain from the Japanese, to fly the banner o f the United States. 
However this large flag is not the first American flag on that hilt and also for the flag 
rising ceremony, a smaller flag is used. Before taking the photo, Rosenthal saw a 
Marine carrying a much larger flag. The raising o f that larger flag was recorded on 
film by a motion cameraman and by Rosenthal with his Speed Graphic press camera. 
After the raising o f the flag, Rosenthal made a group picture o f 18 soldiers smiling 
and waving for the camera (Lester 1991, 113).
When the picture was first offered to the editors o f Life magazine, it was rejected 
because it looked too perfect because they wanted to be careful as that picture was a 
documentation. After the photograph was used throughout the world as a symbol o f 
America’s victories, the picture was printed in Life. Incidentally Mt. Suribachi was 
soon recaptured by the Japanese and many o f the Marines photographed by Rosenthal 
were numbered as causalities (Lester 1991, 114).
There are many other examples o f stage managed documentary photographs. Even 
Jacob Riis’ photographs o f the lower class subjects, Lewis Hine’s photographs o f 
children working in factories and Eugene Smith’s photographs such as Spanish
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figure 18
6 6
Village or his image o f a victim o f mercury poisoning being bathed by her mother to 
an extent can be considered as staged documentaiy photographs. But it is also very 
apparent that many photographers are willing sometimes as observer and participant 
encourage an action if they think it contributes to the meaning o f the story. Especially 
with the spread o f colour photography for magazines and newspapers, there was an 
apparent increase in the use o f setups and illustration assignment. Because o f the 
lighting techniques necessary to take good colour pictures, many photographers have 
returned to the posed shooting style, popular in the 1950s while on location and in the 
studio.
The stage managed photographs continues also in the present era. For instance, the 
Sunday newspaper magazine Parade illustrated a cover story on teenage prostitution, 
under the headline Kids For Sale, with three pictures purported to be actual scenes o f  
women soliciting themselves for money (figure 19). But later it was discovered that 
the woman in the picture was actually a paid model. Than the photographer Eddie 
Adams admitted that stories concerning children require the use o f models because o f 
problems with obtaining parental permission (Kobre 1991, 296).
The credibility o f a photograph used in photojournalism does not always depend on 
its manipulation, either by cutting and pasting double exposing or staging. For 
instance a real photograph can be used in a faked way, as in the case o f  Floyd Collins, 
who was trapped while exploring Sand Cave and died there from starvation. As this
N
happened during the journalism’s most sensational era, among journalists there had 
been an intense competition to get interviews and pictures no other newspaper had. 
Then a photographer for Xh&New York Times, found a picture o f Collins taken 10
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figure 19
days earlier while inside another cave. The picture was used by many papers across 
the country. Although some papers accurately described the circumstances 
surrounding the picture’s history, many other newspapers used the picture without 
explanation (figure 20) (Lester 1991, 19).
Another way o f using a real photograph in a faked way can be by cropping out 
significant elements o f a picture in order to produce a misleading image. For instance. 
President Roosevelt, stricken with the polio and confined to a wheelchair, was
6 8
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(^ ynorUpholdsMAv<>y; i w y m s y s r a , s ^ c i ) | ) u i ) c [ l f l f | l [ [  M ins Found Starved to Death
™ J  A  ' ™  ^  w o ! After 17 Days in Cave Prison; 
- -  T O E M I H B O I l  I f f i  m  e w  Rescue Party 24 Homs Too LotlitinrtfT-i V  r.-» rt II I *» TtXTMOUtovtisrnuuMkart «( ·  IKM '
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CMWXT *r TM Hirwi
•  catoutTiKT n TMc I
·· IJM·«· Oktl M IMttw 
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figure 20
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photographed with close-ups by sympathetic photographers who did not want to 
show the public the full extent o f his feeble condition. But cropping can be also used 
in malicious ways to imply another relations between the subjects o f the photograph. 
An example o f this kind o f cropping occurred during Senator Joseph McCarthy’s 
hearing on communists in the government. To imply that secretary o f the Army 
Robert T. Stevens had a close relationship with an enlisted man, G. David Schine, a 
picture o f the two was closely cropped omitting a third man in the photograph. Air 
Force Colonel Jack T. Bradley (figure 21) (Goldberg 1991, 94).
figure 21
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In Turkey, serious fakes involve also political subjects. For instance, a recent example 
o f picture manipulation was made by the editor o f a fundamentalist, extreme right 
newspaper Zaman on 26 October 1994. The photograph subject to manipulation was 
taken after a press assembly in airport Esenboğa before the departure o f the President 
o f the Republic for Turkmenistan. Although there is a picture o f Atatürk at the center 
o f the President o f the Republic and the Prime Minister, it was deleted by the editor o f 
Zaman when it was published (figure 22). This manipulation was announced later on 
8 November 1994 on Cumhuriyet, left wing newspaper, as news with a caption, 
''^ Zaman cannot bear seeing Atatürk”, where the ideology o f the newspaper Zaman is 
thus criticised (figure 23).
4. 3. The Use Digital Imaging in Journalism
Especially through 70s, with the request o f readers and advertisers for colour press 
used in newspapers, many publishers began to purchase computer-controlled picture 
scanners. In the present, photographers continue to get assignments for food, fashion 
and editorial illustrations where they use highly manipulative techniques common to 
advertising photographers. But on the other hand, computer manipulation becomes 
the most serious threat to the integrity and credibility o f photojoumalistic images. To 
simulate colour in early daguerreotypes and tintypes, photo retouchers with brushes 
and inks added rouge to cheeks and cyan to dresses. Before halftone invention, 
engravers regularly improved a photograph’s content and composition. Wedding
N
portrait photographers regularly remove unwanted warts and wrinkles. Advertising art 
directors customarily combine parts o f  pictures, change colours and create fantasy
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imzalanacak banş antlaşmasıyla, bölgedeki İslam ülkelerinin arasının daha da açılacağı belirtiliyor
►CLINTON DA KATILIYOR
Ündün ile İsrail anısında bir dizi 
görüşme ve anlaşmadan sonra 
' nihai banş anılaşması bugün 
bir davetli topluluğunun 
=♦  huzurunda Ürdün ve İsrail
heyetleri arasında imzalanacak. 
B^^kanı Bili Ciinıon’ ın da 
M »  krîd^ağı törende, Türkiye'den 
1/0« de Di}î,,-lcri Bakanı Mümtaz
ır bulunacak. Bu anılaşmayla bölge yeni 
: girerken, antlaşmanın Fılislinliler'Ie 
Ürdün’ le Suriye’nin amsını daha da 
iniliyor
►ARAPLARMN ALEYHİNE
Kudüs’teki dini mekanlann 
kontrolü konu.sunda Şimon 
Peres’ in Ürdün lehine 
konuşması ve ardından Ürdün 
Veliaht Prensi Hasan'ın Filistin 
halkıyla Fılisunii yöneucilerin 
birbirinden tefrik edilmesi 
gerektiğini açıklaması 
Ortadoğu’da banşm genci 
olarak .Arapkir’ in aleyhine işlediğini gösteriyor. 
Gözlemciler banşm bcilgede istikrara hizmet 
edeceği yerde daha fazla hak ve hukuk kargaşasına 
yol açacağım dile getiriyorlar
Şimon Peres
►BARIŞTA SAMİMİ OLUNSUN
Anlaşmaya imza alan taraflann 
samimiyetle birbirine yaklaşması 
gerekliği \nrgulamrken, Israifin banşçı 
kisvesi alunda kendi lehine neticeler elde 
etmesinden endişe ediliyor. Antlaşma 
konusunda görüşlerini açıklayan Ürdün 
Kralı Hüseyin ise, **îsrail ile kurulacak
_ —  -^-----banş çok samimi olacaktır”  dedi.
Kral H üseyin İsrail’ le yapılan b:uışın taviz ya da ihanet. 
olarak değcriendirilmemcsini isteyen Hüseyin, “Antlaşmayı 
gönül rahatlığı ile tesis etliL İsrail ile yapacağımız banş. 
kanaatimce çok özel bir banş olacak”  iddialannda bulundu
ŞÜKRÜ Y ILM AZ /  DIŞ HABERLER’de
i k h a n e ’n i n  
I n e r e d e n ?
JVIEMEK M AZERET MÎ?
/ükelçi İlhan AkanL Patrikhane 
eftcrleri Rumca tuttuklan için, 
mel Müdürlüğü memurlannm, 
miyoruz”  diş’erek defterleri 
gcçimıediklcrini belimi, 
it bütün demek ve okullann, 
erine kadar Patrikhane’ ve 
İl anlatan AkanL bu yolla 
ve Rumlar’ ın ve Yunanlı 
la. Yunan resmi makamlannın 
ırdıklanm belimi. Türkiye’den 
n vatandaşlannın mallanna· 
•ymadığı için bu insanlann, 
/kalcılc Patrikhane’ve bağlı . 
raktıklan da belinilıyor 
1 BAŞYURT/ DİŞ HABERLER’de
Т й г Ь ш п Ш г ’( к Ы ^ 1Ш 1М Ь и 1щ 1т 1 i
Р Ш М - й
DRÜ l·’· ■··..-
eğedoğmköşarken...
AD fTûrinienfeianH’Uçaöımızın iridi- 
kmenbaşı Havaalanı*, bir hg iz  fiıma- 
Iık oluşturan Alarko tarafından yapıl- 
¡tğımız 'Ak Altın Öten* ise üçgen i l ­
eri... Akşam yemeğinde. Okan Gru- 
ahlar teslimi hizmete sokajğu fafanka- 
makarnayı yiyeceğiz... Bağımsızlığa 
mm üçüncü yJdönumûnu bugünlerde 
ûfkmenistan’da, Tûrklye’ıw  varlığı, elle 
te...
eserin lemeCeri. yaklaşık 20 ay önce, 
gezisi çerçevesinde burayı zr^re l e- 
ıf Özal tarafından atılmıştı. Bu kadar
BAĞIMSmJĞW3.YİLDÖKSMÎÎ
Cu/nhurixi¡kam Siüe}vum Demirel, yanında 4 haİMn 
\e çok sayuîa iftuiatnnio birlikle resmi dyare! »e 
bağmuidlığtntn S. yılthinümU kııilamalarvıa kanlınak 
için dün TiirbnenİMan'o giııL Demirel. burada yaptığı 
Oluşmada, Türimeniston 'm bölgede ır  dünya 
sahnesinde hann sayılır bir ülke luıline geldiğini 
belirterek. “Türkmenistan 'ın sonsuza kadar lxığımstz 
egemen, kalkınmış ve müreffeh bir ülke olmasını 
dilivonım” dedi
MUAZZAM BİR PAZAR
Türk liftlerinin Tiirbnenistanda üstlendikleri 
önemli projelerin mali portresinin yokladık ¡J milyar 
dolara uta§nğmı belirten Danirel. ziyareti sırasında 
Türbncnishm doğulgazını Türkiye'ye vcAmıpa'ya 
ulaştıracak doğalgaz horu lıamnın kısa zamanda 
gerçekleştirilmesi üzerinde dııracuklannı da kaş detîî.
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K Bir gazete düşünün;
Atatürk'e o denl[ düşman 
olsun ki Büyük Önder'in 
fotografînı yayımlamaktan 
özenle kaçınsın... İşte 
örneği: Demirel ve Çiller. 
Atatürk'ün resminin 
önünde el sıkışıyor. Tüm 
gazeteler bu fotoğrafı 
kullanıyor. Ancak, Zaman 
biraz farklı. Fotoğıaf.pn 
.Atatürk’ü bovayarak 
çıkanyorlar. İşte bu gazete, 
okurunu böyle 
bilgilendiriyor
İstanbul Haber S en isı - Za­
man gazetesinin birinci sas-fasm- 
da kullanılan Cumhurbaşkanı 
.'^ ules'man Demiret vc Başbakan 
Tansu Çiller ile ilgili fotoğrafın, 
fondaki .Atatürk resminin ka.ra- 
lanarak yayımlanması tepkilere 
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narak basılmasını *terbi\esiziik* 
olarak niteledi. Çukurova Gaze­
teciler Cemiyeti Başkanı Çetin 
M^enoğlu da Zaman gazetesin­
de yer alan fotoğrafın, yallardır 
>üren laiklik ve Atatürkçülük 
karşıtı kampanyalann hangi bo­
yuta ulaştığının bir göstergesi ol- 
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images to attract customers. The main concern comes when computer retouching is 
used for photojournalism photographs.
Today, most o f the computer enhancements occur on the covers o f various 
magazines. For instance, in February 1982, National Geographic magazine used a 
computer digitiser on a cover story o f Egypt, where the Great Pyramids o f Giza in a 
horizontal picture were squeezed together to fit the magazine’s vertical format. The 
photojoumalistic compilations in the A Day in the Life books o f America, Australia, 
Canada and California all had cover pictures manipulated by computer technology. On 
a originally horizontal photograph,, the objects were moved to fit the cover’s vertical 
format. Dandelions behind a boy and a girl on the cover o f A Day in the Life o f 
Canada were turned into green grass. In November 1985, the short-lived magazine. 
Picture Week fused two different photographs in tabloid magazine style o f Nancy 
Reagan and Raisa Gorbachev to portray a misleading attitude o f firiendliness. In 
January 1989, Newsweek magazine published electronically combined pictures o f  
Dustin Hoffman and Tom Cruise taken at different times and in different places to 
suggest that they were in the same room. And the editors o f  Rolling Stone, in their 
desire to present a more peaceful image o f Don Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas 
o f Miami Vice fame, electronically removed Johnson’s shoulder holster and pistol 
from a colour photography on 28 March 1985 (Chapnick 1994, 309). Another famous 
example o f computer manipulation on the cover o f a magazine is, a vigorous but not 
successful dieter television interviewer Oprah Winfrey’s head spliced on top o f actress 
Ann-Margret’s slender body on the TV Guide cover in August 1989 (figure 24) 
(Lester 1991, 125). Also British tabloid press use these techniques routinely. For 
instance a photograph on the cover o f the Sun newspaper, on 30 June 1993, showed
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a monk who had run ofif with a young woman. However the image that appeared was 
actually a composite of three photographs, the woman, the monks head and someone 
else wearing a monk’s habit. Another example showed the Duchess o f York’s 
daughter Princess Beatrice, suffering from the chicken pox, who was photographed 
on a skiing holiday in Switzerland. Two newspapers published the pictures, the Star 
and the Sun. The pictures published in the Sun showed the princess with far more than 
that in the Star. A further example is that o f a British lorry driver Paul Ashwell who 
was imprisoned in Greece. The Daily Mirror photographed the driver in a Daily
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Mirror T-shirt. The Sun newspaper changed the name on the T-shirt to the Sun 
(Davies and Fennessy 1994, 105). In all o f these examples, the cover photograph is 
altered in order to achieve maximum impact because the image is designed to attract a 
potential buyer just like an advertisement.
The digital imaging techniques are not only used by photojoumalists for creating 
manipulated images or photomontage. Even photographs for some news can be 
designed by using already existing images as in the example o f the image o f a military 
prototype air crash that was published in Finland in 1990 (figure 25). The image that 
is credited to Presses Bild, a German picture agency, in reality never existed. It was 
assembled through the descriptions o f a few eyewitnesses. But although the urgent 
blur o f the background, the precarious tilt o f the jet, the explosive incompleteness o f 
the moment are completely false, the image was run as a normal press photograph 
(Druckrey 1991, 17).
With computer technology, the picture manipulations can be realised without even 
entering in the darkroom. Whether a subject is photographed with negative film or by 
electronic still video cameras, computerised imaging tools enable the photographers 
to record their images on floppy disk. The pictures converted to computerised digital 
images, the photographer can then make exposure, colour balance and cropping 
adjustments on a television or computer screen, type caption information and send 
their words and photographs via telephone line to the photo editor’s computer 
terminal.
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The widespread use o f computer technologies in publishing began by the 80s, 
especially after the revolutionary introduction o f the film-less camera called Mavica, 
by Sony Corporation in 1981. Mavica was capable o f recording 50 images on to small 
floppy disks, which could be viewed instantly on a television set. However the 
improvements have been made since 1981. Nikon, Canon and Kodak also introduced 
still video cameras with transmission and computer-recording devices tha t can send 
images via telephone lines to a photo editor’s computer terminal. Scitex, Crosfield 
and Hell are leading manufacturers o f digital retouching and pre-press electronic
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scanning devices used by newspaper and magazine art directors. The main problem o f 
this new technology remains still as the reproduction quality and price. A high-quality 
video image typically contains approximately 380000 pixels. With high definition 
television (HDTV) systems, the pixel count can be raised to 2.2 millions. But the 
computer technology is far behind the traditional film resolution standards, that is 
over 18 million pixels. The computer storage capability necessary for saving pictures 
increases enormously in direct proportion to the resolution.
With the development o f new technologies in photography, the photographer’s 
intervention become more limited over the pictures and the photo editor becomes the 
decision maker. Although the photo editor was only able to crop the picture to fit into 
the space on the newspaper’s page, today can also dodge, bum, correct the colour, 
eliminate distracting elements, flop and combine images fi-om separate photographs 
and are even capable o f sharpening blurred or out-of-focus pictures.
With the advent o f computerised equipment and the introduction o f electronic still 
camera systems, it is now possible to quickly and easily combine elements, alter 
colours and manufacture photographs. But on the other hand, this new technology 
can allow also a widespread abuse that Avill affect the credibility o f the journalistic 
photography. Equal doubts are expressed about the photographer’s copyright 
protection as he envisions the selection and combination o f visual elements fi'om 
several images, which create new images with new meanings. Finally, this tool can 
lead to more widespread journalistic distortions that at the end the public s acceptance 
o f the photograph,as a credible witness to events will dilute.
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4. 4. The Concepts of Reality and Truth in Photography and 
Photojournalism
Because o f their guaranteed causal link with the physical world and they are 
automatically produced, photographs are considered as “perfect analogons”, “stencils 
off the real”, “traces” or as “records” o f the objects or o f images o f objects. The 
photographic image’s “being thereness” is the source o f its force as evidence, 
especially in photojournalism. Moreover, the photographic image is believed to be 
faithiiil to reality, as it abolishes the filter o f ideas, cultural codings and intentions 
which the producer is conventionally thought to bring to no other kinds o f 
representation (Lister 1995, 10).
John Berger argues that the photography has no language o f its own, because it does 
not translate from appearances but quote from them. The camera cannot lie because it 
prints directly. According to Berger it is this characteristic that make possible the 
existence o f faked photograph:
You can only make a photograph tell an explicit lie by elaborate tampering, 
collage and rephotographing. You have in fact ceased to practise 
photography. Photography in itself has no language which can be turned. 
And yet photographs can be, and are, massively used to deceive and
misinform.....The camera does not lie even when it is used to quote a lie.
And so, this makes the lie appear more truthful (1982, 96-97).
A photograph is supposed to provide a visual evidence and to tell that something was 
actually there, because it can denote only something that exists in physical world. But 
on the other hand, this presumption can lose its validity, when the faked photographs 
are taken into consideration. Because the faked or manipulated photographs can
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subvert the evidence or truth-value o f the photograph to present an event that did not 
take place, as if it occurred in reality. For instance, the assemblages depicting an UFO 
or a Loch Ness monster can provide evidence but they cannot be accepted as truth.
Events that never occurred can be shown by bringing together, within a frame, 
photographic images taken at different times in different places. This can have very 
severe consequences when it is used especially for political purposes as in the case o f 
the fake photograph showing US Senator Tydings in a meeting with the communist 
leader Browder. The two figures exist in reality because they are photographed. But 
through manipulation this reality was destroyed and another reality is produced that is 
no more a truth. Then in this case, the photograph does not show that something was 
there and it becomes other than a valid reporting that can be considered as falsehood.
On the other hand, while considering the truth-value of the assembled photographs, an 
important distinction is to be made between the documentary falsehood and fiction. 
Although  ^ for instance, the AIZ  cover image o f Heartfield Like Brother, Like 
Murderer is an assembled photograph, it can not be accused o f being a falsehood. 
Because, it is not prepared to produce any evidence that such an event took place as 
in the assembled photograph o f Tydings and Browder. Heartfield is not reporting 
an)^hing at all. This picture is pure fiction, because Heartfield pretends to show us 
something that took place and projects a possible world (Mitchell 1992, 218).
There are also examples o f unmanipulated photographs that provide reality but do not 
have truth value, as Robert Capa’s Death o f a Loyalist Soldier, Alexander Gardner’s 
Home o f a Rebel Sharpshooter and A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep or Joe Rosenthal’s
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Iwo Jima. Although these photographs seem internally coherent and provide reality, 
they are not presenting the facts, because all o f them are staged.
It is believed that the photographic image provides a causal link with the physical 
reality and produces automatically without any intervention o f the human operator. 
But in reality, it is the maker o f the image through its construction process who 
determines the truth, falsehood or fictionality o f a photographic image. The authority 
o f  the image maker on the technical process and especially on the final product is 
more obvious in digital image processing, where it is no more possible to talk about 
the physical reality and truth value o f the image.
Although the computer image appears “realistic”, its referent is not in the real world, 
but is itself an image, a mathematical-informational representation. Reality is no 
longer represented, but is simultaneously modelled. Through this process o f 
simulation, the whole question o f accuracy and truth becomes impossible to 
determine. According to Youngblood, the most intriguing is the ontological question 
o f decidability between the real and unreal:
A digitally processed photograph can no longer be regarded as evidence o f 
anything external itself Digital scene simulation has deprived photography 
o f its representational authority just as photography disqualified painting in 
the nineteenth century; but this time the question o f representation has been 
transcended altogether (1989, 13-14).
The dislocation o f image from referent reinforces its perception as a domain in its 
own. Through the problématisation o f any indexical or referential relation to reality, 
the image-space assumes for itself an increasing autonomy. In the space o f the 
computer, it has become possible to simulate the reality that is diflBcult to differentiate
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from the conventional reality and to question the truth o f this self-referent reality is 
useless.
The emergence o f the digital imaging technologies and their widespread use is 
destabilising the old photographic conventions, effecting the established rules o f 
graphic communication and the practices o f image production. The technology o f 
digital image production, manipulation and distribution demands a reappraisal o f the 
uses o f graphic artefacts, the values assigned to them and the ethical principles that 
guide them.
4. 5. A Critical Approach to the Use (and Abuse) of the Technical Image in 
Journalistic Context
While considering displacement o f the photography by the digital imaging techniques 
as the “death o f photography”, Geoffrey Batchen defines two apparent crises with 
which the photojournalism is faced. The first is an effect o f the widespread 
introduction to computer-driven imaging processes that allow “fake” photographs 
taken as the real ones, that will lead the viewer to discard their faith in the 
photojournalism’s ability to deliver objective truth and as a consequence, that the 
medfum will lose its power as a privileged conveyor o f information. The second 
anxiety is the suspicion that we are entering a time when it is no longer possible to
distinguish the reality from its simulations. According to Batchen, as the
\
consequence o f the first crisis that is the introduction o f computerised images, the 
second crisis will lead to a revaluation and broad changes in ethics in photojournalism 
(1994, 47).
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While the photography was adopted by government, new institutions o f science and 
industry in many western countries during the second half o f the nineteenth century, 
journalism was also among the first institutions to identify itself with the photography, 
exploiting the belief in the photograph as an accurate, credible representation o f 
reality. William Ivins traces the adoption o f the photographic image as the norm o f 
representation by claiming that “the nineteenth century began by believing that what 
was reasonable was true and it wound up by believing that what it saw a photograph 
o f was true” (qtd. in Becker 1991, 18).
Photojournalism consists o f  pictures and words. Photographs are often ambiguous, 
and unless the words clarify the situation and put it into perspective, the picture could 
be easily misunderstood. If  the caption on the photograph is incorrect, the whole 
production will be in doubt. But the meaning o f an image can also be easily altered by 
cropping or cutting significant subject matter from the image, by staging an event or 
by manipulating the print itself Posing is directing, managing or request for overt 
cooperation by the subject in making a photograph. It has always been possible to 
retouch the negative or photograph, to add or to delete subject matter in the 
darkroom. Especially in the 1980s, the technological innovations in photojournalism 
enabled the photojoumalist but especially the editors to do the same processes by 
using sophisticated computers, without entering the darkroom and almost without 
leaving a trace o f process (Fulton 1988, 244-45).
Publishing decisions by picture editors, is based on a question o f ethics, a subject that 
concerns all photojoumalists. Ethics are concerned in the largest sense with a person’s
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duty and moral obligations to humankind. In photography, the issue covers fairness, 
truthfulness, privacy, decency and responsibility.
Facing with the impact o f new electronic and computer technologies, photojoumalists 
today are obliged to reconsider the nature o f the photograph as a document, their 
ethical guidelines, their roles and responsibilities. They are constructing new 
boundaries to define and defend the status o f their work, especially to maintain the 
credibility o f photojournalism. Because not maintaining the credibility can diminish 
the journalism impact on the public and especially the importance o f photography as 
communication in journalism (Becker 1991, 19).
In order to maintain the status of their work and redefine their role in photojournalism 
not as the mechanical camera but as the writer who assume responsibility for the 
content and authenticity o f the news reported, in June 1989, a group o f eighty 
European photographers who work with the press signed a Manifesto in Defence o f 
Depersonalised Photography. In the manifesto, they articulated that the photographer 
“neither tries to conceal his personality when photographing the reality, nor acts 
merely as a passive magnet carrying out an assignment. He does not only show us the 
world as he finds it, but offers us a translation o f that world through his pictures”. 
M oreover the photographer “embraces a point o f view that in no way detracts fi-om, 
but in fact enhances the factual reporting”. The manifesto signed by photographers
such as Henri Cartier Bresson, William Klein, Marc Riboud and Jeanloup Siefif,
\
asserts that this “personalised photography consists o f two inseparable steps that are 
the picture taking and the editing. The editing that is the process o f reviewing and 
selecting the images, is an integral part o f the photographic process and reveals as the
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actual shooting, the photographer’s personality and point o f  view” (Ritchin 1990a,
112).
As also stated in the manifesto, the emergence o f the digital imaging technologies 
undermined the role o f the photographer in photojournalism, and enable the editors to 
have an authority on selecting and publishing with their own decision. The 
establishment o f such computer manipulation systems and the ease and variety o f 
ways in which imagery can be transformed, make it very difficult to protect the 
authorship. There is also always the possibility o f the unauthorised digitisation o f 
images from the publications and television. In this context, the photographer is 
considered as the supplier o f the photographs that will be refined by the editors. And 
while the photographer’s power declines, that o f the editor or art director grows, with 
increased choices and a centralised command to survey and make decisions about all 
the imagery available for selection and alteration, that will lead to a decrease in the 
efficiency and the credibility o f the photographer’s “eyewitness” .
The photography critic o f the New York Times, Andy Grundberg predicts the future 
o f photojournalism as below:
In the future, readers o f newspapers and magazines will probably view 
news pictures more as illustrations than as reportage, since they will be well 
aware that they can no longer distinguish between a genuine image and one 
that has been manipulated. Even if news photographers and editors resist 
the temptations o f electronic manipulation, as they are likely to do, the 
credibility o f all reproduced images will be dimimshed by a climate o f 
reduced expectations. In short, photographs will not seem as real as they 
once did ( qtd. in Mitchell 1992, 17).
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Ethics are a system o f moral principles that serves as the foundation for the way the 
human beings conduct themselves. There are different ethical belief systems with then- 
guiding values, principles and loyalties that are discussed in the journalistic context. 
Some definitions are based on an ideal derived from general moral rules. Other 
definitions are interpreted as being specific guidelines o f proper ethical behaviour. The 
first step to determine an ethic o f the field is to determine the values, the principles 
and loyalties for the journalist in his decision-making process, such as truth telling 
justice, freedom, humaneness and independence either political or economical. 
(Chapnick 1994, 293)
Photographers are constantly defining reality. By selecting what stays in the 35 mm 
frame and becomes a picture, the photographer makes a conscious or unconscious 
decision to edit out a part o f the scene. Choices o f film, aperture, shutter speed, angle 
o f view, filters, lighting and cropping can change the photograph. In this sense, a 
photographer can easily lose his or her objectivity and not tell the truth.
Facing the impact o f new electronic and computer technologies, photojoumalists are 
reconsidering the nature o f the photograph as a document, the ethical guidelines o f 
their work, and their roles and responsibilities within news organisations. The main 
ethical issue o f the photographers and editors for the future is the manipulation o f 
subjects or images through computer, stage managing or darkroom techniques. I f  a 
documentary photograph is altered through the computer or more ordinary means, or
4. 6. An Ethical Approach
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if  a subject is stage managed by the photographer, the publication has the 
responsibility to its readers to inform them o f the manipulations (Becker 1991, 17).
Control becomes an ethical issue, needed to preserve photojournalism’s status and to 
safeguard the credibility o f the photograph as a document o f reality. Ethical conduct 
may be guided by codes established by newspapers and professional organisations 
such as Code o f Ethics o f The National Press Photographers Association in America, 
that all the members must sign, but ethical codes cannot anticipate every situation. 
The ethics code contain phrases such as “it is individual responsibility o f every 
journalist at all times to strive for pictures that report truthfully, honestly and 
objectively” or members should “maintain high standards o f ethical conducts”. But 
such vague ethical codes caimot adequately provide guidelines for dealing with 
picture o f victims or privacy (Lester 1991, 29).
By the new century, photographers and editors will commonly use still video cameras 
and computer terminals to record, manipulate and save images. Despite the 
technological advances that enable the photographer to make any manipulations, there 
are certain principles that should remain constant. Because, documentary photographs 
are supposed to be the accurate and trustworthy accounts o f a significant event. If  the 
manipulation o f  photographs is accepted for any image, the public will naturally doubt 
all photographs and text within a publication.
As photographic truth is an elusive and subjective concept, the personal assumptions 
about how a subject’s story should be told, the political beliefs can all demean the 
credibility o f the photograph, the photographer and the publication. The
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photojoumalists must have the responsibility to document society and to preserve its 
images as a matter o f historical record. It is clear that the emerging electronic 
technologies provide new challenges to the integrity o f photographic images and it 
enables the manipulation o f the content o f an image in such a way that the change is 
undetectable. The electronic darkroom is a highly sophisticated photo editing tool. 
Today the standard printing methods used in the darkroom such as burning, dodging, 
black-and-white toning and cropping are replaced by image manipulation and 
enhancement. The electronic imaging raises new questions about what is ethical in the 
process o f editing photographs and the concept o f ethic depends only on the 
photojoumalist himself Photojoumalists should take pictures, not make pictures. 
Press photography provides the eye o f authority, a necessary role in the need to 
establish the credibility o f the flow o f images that for more than 150 years has 
interpreted and documented the history.
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5. Summary and Conclusion
5. 1. Summary
Photography recorded for 150 years the effects o f material cultural change. In 
portraiture the image served to establish the self as a social presence. In documentary 
photography, the image served as a material witness. On the other hand, the 
photographic image considered as objective, was widely used in scientific researches 
from medicine to astronomy. Although photography still constitutes one of the central 
conditions for the representation o f  experience, its legitimacy has been challenged on 
a number o f points. The circumstances in which the photograph seemed validate such 
notions as truth or fact, began to be dismantling by an intensification o f the visual 
through digital technology. The field o f digital imaging is a wholly different way o f 
constructing an image than in photography. As their visual order is formulated by a 
mathematical order, computed images are not concerned with verification or the 
evidence characteristic o f  the photographic camera.
Because once an image is digitised by the computer into its numerical data, the 
elements o f  the picture can be altered, manipulated, repositioned to create not only a 
photographic simulation, but also a synthetic reality. Although traditional 
photography is a process by which a coded version o f appearances is produced
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according to “the laws o f nature”, with digitisation it is possible to obtain images with 
no reference to reality. In this sense, digitisation reverses the historj' o f imaging 
technology (Willis 1990, 201-202).
There is an apparent displacement o f traditional still-camera photographic images by 
computerised image-making processes in many commercial situations such as in 
advertisement. But a more important transformation is occurring especially in 
photojournalism, that can lead a direct assault on its documentation and evidence 
characteristics. Because, whether by enabling to manipulate bits o f existing images in 
the form o f data, or to manufacture fictional representations, digital imaging 
technology gives the occasions to the editors to produce printed images that are 
indistinguishable in look and quality fi'om traditional photographs. This kind o f 
displacement has severe impacts on the observer who can lose his belief in the truth 
value o f  the photojournalistic images.
5. 2. Conclusion
A few years after the invention camera, Ludwig Feuerbach in The Essence o f 
Christianity states that “the present age prefers the sign to the thing signified, the 
copy to the original, fancy to reality, the appearance to the essence” and according to 
him “for in these days illusion only is sacred, truth profaneT (Feuerbach 1989, xix). 
Feuerbach’s remark can be taken as an early diagnosis o f a trend that reaches its 
highest degree especially with the emergence o f computer-enhanced imagery and its
N
relation to the photographic documentation.
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By the mid-century, the aesthetics o f reality began to change related to a series o f 
issues such as repetition, consumer culture and mass production, addressing the 
reconfigured cultural and aesthetic space o f television. The site o f  assimilation o f 
social content was shifting towards the immaterial and the programmed, towards the 
illusory power o f “the medium as the message”. A culture began to emerge that had 
witnessed the end o f the spatial representation o f form and the origin o f a spatial 
representation activated by temporality, narrative and media (Druckrey 1994, 4).
The new set o f possibilities opened through the invention o f electronic technologies 
has surpassed the mechanical age and opens the door to include a vast new territory 
o f issues and unresolved questions such as those o f authorship, authenticity, 
subjectivity and uniqueness. Today the observers see things very differently, as a 
result o f dramatic changes brought by the computer-based imaging and the new 
means o f representation available for organising human sense perception (Lovejoy 
1989, 21).
According to Jonathan Crary, the viewer is “in the midst o f a transformation in the 
nature o f visuality probably more profound than the break that separates medieval 
imagery from Renaissance perspective (1990, 1)” . Crary conceives the new order in 
terms o f a new “model o f vision”:
The rapid development in little more than a decade o f  a vast array o f 
computer graphics techniques is apart o f a sweeping reconfiguration o f 
relations between an observing subject and modes o f representation that 
effectively nullifies most o f the culturally established meanings o f the terms 
observer and representation. The formalisation and diftiision o f  computer­
generated imagery heralds the ubiquitous implantation o f fabricated visual 
“spaces” radically different from the mimetic capabilities o f film, 
photography and television (1990, 1).
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Kevin Robins relates the technological and visual revolution with new digital 
techniques to a broader cultural revolution and argues that the transformation in 
image is central to the historical transition from the condition o f modernity to that o f 
postmodemity. He considers the postmodern order as the system in which the domain 
o f image has become autonomous and the very existence o f the “real world” is called 
into question, which leads to the world o f simulation and simulacra (1995, 31).
While referring to the transformation in image concepts, Jean Baudrillard argues that 
the aura o f  authenticity is lost forever in the world o f media simulation, which he 
defines as the creation o f a “hyperreal” that has no material origin or reality. He 
argues that in media culture, the ground o f truth has been eradicated and all that 
remains is a self-referring “simulacra o f simulations” that renders decidability 
impossible (Youngblood 1989, 14). Focusing on the consumer society and its
proliferation o f signs, the media and its messages, environmental design, digital 
systems and contemporary art and sign culture, Baudrillard’s narrative concerns the 
end o f the era o f modernity dominated by production, industrial capitalism and a 
political economy o f the sign contrasted to the advent o f the era o f a postmodemity 
constituted by “simulations” and new forms o f technology, culture and society. 
Baudrillard claims that we are now in a new era o f simulation in which 
computerisation, information processing, media, the organisation o f society according 
to simulation codes and models replace production as the organising principle o f 
society. I f  modernity is the era o f production controlled by the industrial bourgeoisie, 
the postmodern era o f simulations by contrast is the era o f information and signs 
governed by models, codes and cybernetics. According to him, in the postmodern 
world, the boundary between the image or simulation and reality implodes and with it
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the very experience and ground of “the real” disappears. Thus hyperreality points to a 
blurring o f distinctions between the real and the unreal in which the prefix “hyper” 
signifies more than real whereby the real is produced according to a model. When the 
real is no longer simply given, but is artificially reproduced as “real”, it becomes not 
unreal, but realer-than-real, i. e. “hyperreal”, that is for Baudrillard a condition 
whereby models replace the real (Best and Kellner, 1991, 118-119).
Taking into consideration the transformation o f culture related to the changes in 
visual concepts, Paul Virilio argues that the question o f modernity and postmodemity 
is replaced by that o f reality and post-reality :
We are living in a system o f technological temporality, in which duration 
and material support have been supplanted as criteria by individual and 
auditory instants. The perspectival effects o f classical ornaments and the 
cinematic characteristics o f certain styles, such as baroque, liberty or neo­
liberty, is replaced by an integral cinematism, an absolute transitivity, 
involving the complete and thorough decomposition o f realty and property 
(Virilio 1991, 84-85).
Photography is considered since nineteenth-century as a scientific recording media 
offering replicas tied to their objects and what the photographs show are accepted as 
irrefutable evidence. But the new digital imaging techniques change this attitude 
towards the photography, conditioning the viewer to question both moving pictures 
and electronically generated images. In this sense, the emergence o f digital technology 
and the socialisation o f simulated realities marks a radical transformation o f 
knowledge. Electronic montage, photographic resolution animation, the erosion o f 
photography by the increasing acceptability o f video as a signifier o f authenticity, the 
abandonment o f images as evidence and computerised optical forms suggest a 
reconfigured model o f social change.
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